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ABSTRACT
Ionospheric data relating to the height and 

incidence of Sporadic-1 (E ) has been considered 
for a number of stations, the norrml parameter 
used being the percentage incidence of E^ greater 
than a certain specified frequency. Variations in this 
incidence have been studied on a diurnal and seasonal 
jasis» with respect to magnetic activity, and for 
different levels of solar activity as represented 
by the IGY (1357/58) and IQST (1964/65) periods.

The behaviour of E^ in the auroral region 
has been examined in detail both in relation to 
occurrences of all types of Eg and those types which 
occur specifically at high latitudes. An auroral 
zone has been defined and its properties determined 
in relation to diurnal, seasonal, solar cycle 
and magnetic activity changea *

The behaviour of the critical frequency and 
equivalent height of layers has been interpreted in 
terms of a two zone model containing a diffuse and a 
discrete zone. The properties of the two zones and of 
the E layers are related to the energy of the 
precipitated electrons.

Rocket and satellite measurements of electron 
energy spectra have oeen used to calculate electron 
density profiles as a function of latitude and reflection 
heights compared with those based on ground based 
observations. Reasonable agreement is obtained 
between the two sets of measurements.



The Phillips* Rule relating to the cumulative 
distribution of E has been found to apply to all the 
stations considered at a frequency above the most probable 
frequency. Possible interpretations have been given for 
the gradient of the straight line obtained with the 
distribution and this gradient is found to show a depend
ence on latitude which is similar for quiet and disturbed 
magnetic conditions.

A study has also been made of different types 
of Jig and their relationship to magnetic activity. 
Evidence is given to suggest that the changes in the 
incidences of low type Eg may be related to changes in 
the magnetic field.

Changes in the behaviour of cusp-type E 
are considoied to be related to the interaction of the 
quiet solar and disturbed polar current systems. It 
has also been found that the superposition of low and 
high type Eg has a magnetic dependence which is very 
similar to that of flat type.



GHAITER I 

INTRODUCTICII

The vert i cal incidenc e iono splieric-SDunder ( Ione sonde) 
has been used for many years for the collection of 
sporadic-E data in terms of the parameters of height, 
critical frequency and type. These are observed con
tinuously on an hourly basis in Various parts of the 
world. In the International Geophysical Year (July57-* 
Dec.58) the number of such stations increased greatly 
but some of them were later closed down following the 
completion of the IGY programme. There is thus a large 
quantity of data relating to sporadic-E (i.e. its fre
quency, height and type) in existence for the IGY and for 
subsequent years* This data is published with the 
various parameters at hourly intervals and has been used 
in the present work.

Recent developments in rocket experiments have pro
vided detailed information about the electron concentrat
ion in, and the height of, sporadic-E layers. Prior 
to the IGY some analysis had been made of vertical 
incidence sporadic-E data on a world-wide basis,e.g. 
Phillips (1947)5 Matsushita (1955), Frechner (1955) and 
Smith (1957)9 The first three authors confined their 
studies to the variation of certain E characteristics 
with latitude. Smith (1957), however, examined vertical 
incidence data on a geographical rather than a latitude 
basis for the period 1948-54 with a world.-wide dis
tribution of stations.



Following the IGY, with its enormons quantity of
data, most workers have restricted their studies to
particular characteristics of sporaCie-E ana limited to
a zone or bo a specific type of sporadic-E. hore
general studies with the IGY data have been undertaken
by ïreighton, Bhapley and Smith (1962) and baksena
(1964,65) who considered the sporadic-E data on a
world wide geographical and latitude basis respectively.
The relationship between sporadic-E and magnetic
activity at v rious stations, combinations of stations
and without regard to the different types of has
been examined by several workers, e.g. brnith (195?)?
Thomas (1962)? Bellchambers and liggott (l962), bingh
(l965). Gocharova (1964), bahsena (1964), Tien-hien
(1965) , Huang (1966),OvoZ0nTdyyev and Ostamina (1966) ,
Taieb (1966), Bbvarb and Anreyera (1967), Ghawdhery
and Guha (1967), Morgan (1967) and Gloss (1969)»

The various types of Eg have been analysed separately
by leighton et al (1962), Bellchambers and liggott (1962)
Lotadia and Jani (1967) and Bhaef^er (1967). little
work has been done on the variation of the height of the
Eg layer and the only workers to have considered this
aspect in detail are Glade.en (1961.) and üguti ( 1965) *
The evidence for the dependence of the occurrence of
E on the solar cycle is conflicting: and different
results have been obtained by Ghadwick (1961.) ? Thomas
(1962); Das Gupta and Mitra (1962), Hitra and Daa Gupta
(1965), Bossolasco and Elena (1965) and more recently
b% Reddy and Matsushita (1968) for temperate latitude
E * The results of neddy and Matsushita are expIlined s
in general by the windshear theory of formation of E^^
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The temperate latitude zone has been theojrUioally 
studied by Whitehead (1961, 62), Axford (1961, 65),
Storey and Herse (1965) and Hines (1964) with various 
modifications of the windshear theory.

In addition tô  these authors’ work, extensive 
appraisals oi the existing, knowledge of and Information 
on E are given in Radio ocience (1966) and the Colorado 
Conference on the cause and structure of E (1968),
Apart from the above works, data has, been analysed 
by a number of workers in relation to various specific 
problems, such as the survey of E^ by Thomas and Smith 
(1959), the relative day and night occurrence of E

by Smith (1957) end Saksena (1965); the effect of 
ionospheric current systems on E,„ by Matsushita (1955-, 
1966) and Beynon (1959); the effect of blankoting Eg 
on high frequency absorption by Beynon and Jones (1965); 
problems associated with midlatitude E by Cole (1986); 
the dependence of I E, on the magnitude of absorption 
by Kirblay (1967); continuous reflection from E by 
Chernsheva (1967) end Ovezgel’dyyev (1967)*

1.2 Purpose of the present investigation

In the present study it was proposed to examine 
the vertical incidence Ê data on a geographical and on 
a latitudinal basis. The stations used in this analysis 
were distributed over a wide range of latitude and 
longitude and were chosen to represent the polar, 
auroral, high temperate latitude, low temperate latrtuda 
and equatorial zones. Eastern, Western and Intermediate 
zones have also been studied on a longitudinal basis.

_  ̂-



The basic data employed in this analysis is for years 
of maxiumn solar activity 1957-58 (IGY) and of minimum 
solar activity 1964-65 (IfSY), In some cases continuons 
data has been used between 1957 and 1967, while in a few 
cases, where the data was not available for IQBY, that 
for the periods 1963-64 or 1955'^54 has be.en substituted.

An attempt has been made to compc.ro the occurrence 
of sporadic-E in the eastern and western longitude zones 
during sunspot naximum and sunspot minimum years and also 
during the five International magnetically quiet and 
disturbed days in each month. In some cases the 
occurrence of E haS; been examined for different degrees 
Of magnetic activity rather than by considering the two 
extremes of low and high magnetic activity as represented 
by the quiet and disturbed deys *

The diurnal variation of the height of the. E Icyer 
has also been examined at high latitudes both as a 
function of latitude and of magnetic activity.

The boundaries of the auroral zone have been 
determined for sunspot maximum and minimum years by 
comparing the occurrence of on disturbed days to 
that on quiet days. This gives a pronounced effect 
over the auroral zone since the dependence of on 
magnetic activity is positive inside the auroral zone 
but negative on the adjacent polar and high temperate 
latitude regions.

The various types of Eg have also been examined 
separately for certain of the temperate and auroral 
zone stations.

4



1 o 5 Forma i;ion of sporadic-E

1,3*1 Bolar Corpuscles:

It is recognized that solar corpuscles are respons- 
ible lor much, oi the sporadic-E ionization in the 
auroral zone, Appleton et al (l937) first showed 
that auroral E^ is positively correlated with magnetic 
activity While hnecht (1952, 1956) and aoppner ot al 
(1952) have obtained a correlation between E^ activity 
and the various auroral forms, II the common cause 
of auroraQ and magnetic activity is considered to be 
corpuscular radiation from the sun, it may bo acceptod 
that most of the auroral zone E^ is duo to those solar

It was shown by htorraor that charged particles 
approaching the earth would be guided by its magnetic 
field towards the polar regions and would arrive there 
along spiral lines curling towards the pole. He also 
showed that these spirals would curl in opposite 
directions for positively and negatively charged particles. 
Hagg et al (1959) and Thomas (1960) have shown that, 
at any instant, sporadic E activity tends to be concentrat
ed along spirals which are closely similar to Btormcr 
precipitation spirals for negatively charged particles.
It would thus appear that electrons are precipitated at 
high latitudes at about 100 km, hoight and can bo 
regarded as the source of auroral zone sporadic-E 
ionization,

Ivanov-hholodiiii and Lazarev (i960) have found that 
a flux of about 10^^ e 1 e c t r on s/cm '"sec, with an electron
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energy of 3)0 Rev is necessary for the formation of an 
Eg lay or at a height of 1 km, with the height of the 
layer depending upon the energy of the electrons and 
increasing with decreasing electron energy fox the 
same flux.

More r e c e n t ly ,  F e ld s te in  (1963, 1966) M s  shotfn

that the auroral region should he considered in terms
of an oval rather than a more general zone. The
centre of tris oval is slightly displaced from the
geomagnetic polo and always lies on the night aide of
the polar region. Gonsequently, as the earth rotates
about its axis, tnis oval exhibits a diurnal oscillation
in its position with respect to the earth, hence? as
opj/Osed to the previous iaoa of a station having a
fixed position with regard to the old auroral zone,
it now, according to Feldstein, move into and out
of the auroral oval during the cjurso of the day»
hith this approach it is no longer nocessary to describe
auroral zone E phenomena in terms of the spiral S
patterns referred to above.

1 .3.2 I'indshear theory of temporate latitude Eg

The development of windshear theory provided the 
first real insight into the understanding of temperate 
zone sporadic-E. The original suggestion for the 
possible effect of windshear was made by Dungey (1956? 
1959) and Eeisler and Whitehead (i960) later found a 
relationship between the occurrence of sporadic-E 
(f Eg >  5 Mg/s) and the horizontal component of the
earth's magnetic field (H), In conjunction with this
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horizontal component of the earth* a field, it was 
nho^m by Whitehoad (i960? 1961) that thio. theory oould
offer an explanation for the high Asiatic and low 
idouth African occurrence of since in these areas 
H is slightly groat or -and loss respectively than a 
simple uipolo model would predict.

Thu thuory indicates that a mid-latitude sporadic-E 
layer is formed by a vertical shear in the Eest-west 
component of the horizontal wind in the E-region,
When combined with the horizontal component of the 
earth’s magnetic field, a horizontal wind in the 
neutral gas of the E-region of the ionosphere can move 
the ionization in an upward and downward direction 
below and above, respoctivoly, the maximum shear level, 
thereby causing a coneentration of ionization to occur.

The correlation between the occurrence of sporadic-l 
and the horizontal component of the earthIs magnetic 
field holds ovor the whole of the temporate latitude 
zone by day but does not do so at night.

The simple theory predicted that the minimum in 
electron density should be very much loss than the 
ambient and that the electron donsity profile should 
tend towards a cusp shape near the peak of the Eg-layero 
In practicD, these predictions are not found to be true 
and it has been auggosted that this disagreement can be 
overcome by having ;at least two types of positive ion 
present, each having a different recombination 
coefficient.

It has also been pointed out by Axford and Gunnold



(1966) and, whitehead (1966) that the windshear theory 
would result in a relativoly greater oonoentrâtion of 
slowly recombining species, such as metallic ions, 
in the layer »

It is now generally agreed that the sporadic-E 
layers in temperate latitudo zones are produced by a 
winG,shear mechanism and are principally composod ox 
long lived metallic ions, except possibly at higher 
altitudes where molecular ions may be involved.

Johnson (I960) has discussed the planar ion-trap 
and radio-frequoncy ion mass spectrometer results from 
two Aerobe0 rocket flights that traversod sporadic-E 
cvonts above \lhitesands. New riGxico, in January 1966 
and August 196?. Ion mass spectra wore taken when
the rockot was within an unusually dense E_ event 
and showed the layer to be composed of atomic metallic 
ions of Bodium, Magnesium, ' Silicon, Calcium and Iron 
with Magnesium being the dominant ion detected in the 
mass spectra » Neither Nitric oxide nor molecular 
O-qygen ions were observod within the layer. In the 
woalcer Eg ley or only Magnesium, Oalcium and Iron ions 
v̂ero detected in the peak donsity region of this 
weaker layer,

Narcisi (1963) has obsorvod an I -layer with Iron, 
Magnesium and Calcium ions present but no nitric 
oxide on the day following a meteor shower. Metallic 
ions wore also detected in 2^-layers during other 
flights at sunrise and sunset from Florida and during 
the 1966 solar eclipse above Brazil.

— B —



These results have heen interpreted as indicating 
the action of fi mechanism which maintains metallic ion 
ionization throughout the night. All rochet oie.sc 
spectrometer flights through E events have detected 
metallic ions within the layer hut the presonce of 
metallic ions does not necessarily indicate an IE 
event.

Using equations first derived h.y Axford and 
Gunnold (1966) and subject to certain assumptions,
Reddy and Matsushita (1968) derived the following 
equation for the neutral windshear (l/) giving rise 
to the observed 1 -layer:

2
^ “ 'SS ~ pOô à U X c  üg, ( 1- I p  <1)

where  ̂the ion collision frequency; 
w^ == the ion gyro-frequency ;
I is tho dip angle 
a is the recombination coefficient; 
n^ is the peak electron density of the 

E^ region;
and in is the average ambient ionization density 

in the E region.
Heday and Eao (1968) have shown that the peak 

ionization density in an E layer is fairly accurately 
represented by the blanketing frequency (f^Eg) and 
thus.

«b = 1.24 X lu'G (2)
The average ambient ionization donsity in the 

B region will be proportional to the peak ionization

-  9 -



in the B region i.e.

DC S ( q S ) 2  , (3 )

Where B is an arhitrarily ohosen constant and 
reprosonta that fraction of the peak E region electron 
density which la equal to n^ and is here taken to ho ^  

Thus equation (1) for the windshear can he written
as

/ :kv. 2

where k = 1.24 x 10“^
and f^Eg is in cycles/sec.

This equation was used by Reddy and Matsushita ko
calculate the windshear responsible for E and it wass
found that a positive correlation existed between noon
windshears and solar activity for all the temperate
latitude stations used in their analysis* A similar
correlation with solar activity was found for the noon
value of f. E and also for the occurrence of £ at b 6 s
higher frequencies i.e. 4.0 mc/s.

1*3.3 10110spheric Curronts

It has been re-cognized for many years that the 
amplitude of the variation in the horizontal component 
of the geomagnetic field. If, at Huancayo is unusually 
large (Chapman and Bartels, 1940). This enhancement 
in the variation of H occurs near the magnetic equator 
and is centred on a narrow zone. This zone arises 
from a strong eastward electric current during daylight 
hours, which has been called tho equatorial electrojet 
(Chapman, 1951)*

—  10 —



Matsushita (1951) first found a corrolation between
this particular type of B (equatorial) and the flow
of the daytime eastward current at E-region heights.
Rawer (1953) and Smith (1953} have also pointed out
that this cur:.'ont could act as an onergy source for
tho production and maintonanco of ionization inhomo-
gen Cities which then servo as scattering sources and
give rise to equatorial-typo Eg. This would then
explain the correlation between the daytime equatorial-
type sporadic-E observed at Huancayo and the ovorhead
current flowing around the magnetic equator. The
diurnal variations for both are found to be the same
and show similar day-to-day changes.

The effects on sporadic-E of the ionosphoric
current system, have been discussed by Matsushita
(1955, 1966) who has also suggested that the tidal wind
estimated from the solar (f.) and lunar (1) ionospheric
current systems may play a role in forming the E-W
windshear which produces E . The lunar currents
System also has some effect on E near the magnetic 
equator. The E disappearance at Huancayo, according 
to Matsushita (1957) , is caused by a westward lunar 
current which opposes the eastward electrojet. This 
theory has also been supported by Bhargava and 
8ubrahmanyam (196É) for Rodaikanal, an equatorial 
station.

1.3,4 Thunderstorms

Wilson (1925) suggested that thunderstorms might be a

- 11



souroG of ionization in the upper atmosphere before any 
expérimentai observation of sporadio-E had been made. 
Appleton and haismith (1933) treated the conducting 
ionosphère as a cathode and a thunder cloud as an anode 
and suggested, through the analogy with a vacuum tube., 
that ion production would bo a maximum around 7 km. 
below the conducting layer.

uatcliffe and White (1934) and Isted (l934) in 
hngland, Golwell (1334) end Mimmo (1934) in the United 
B tat os. .and Bhar and Shy am (1937)) Ghattorgee (1953) end 
Mitra and Eunda (1954) in India have all considered the 
possibility of thundorstorms as possible energy sources 
of sporadic-lU Appleton, haismith and Ingram (1937) and 
Best, Farmer and Ratcliffe (l938) in England have found 
no correlation after making various corrections in the 
previous work, while Rirby and Judson (1935) havo found 
no correlation in the United States.

Indian scientists have long favoured thunderstorms 
as: an ultimate energy source duo to an apparently good 
day-to-day correspondence in India. No evidence for 
the thunderstorm theory was found by Berkner and Wells 
(1937) when they compared the incidence of blanketing 
and strong but non-blanketing B as observed at Watheroo 
with that observod at Huancayo. As thundorstorms are 
much more frequent at Huancayo this appeared to demonstrate 
that thunderstorms could not play an important part in 
the production of strong E . However, the weak, 
non-blanketing type of Eg which is a regular day-time 
phenomenon was not then included as a form of 1) » Also,

12



thé relation between the occurrence of end thunder
storms is not convincing elsewhere other than in India.

There is, nevertheless, a need for o re-examination 
of the role of thunderstorms, if only as occasional 
sources of B , in that they represent a possible source 
of gravity waves (Layzer, 1967)® These waves might 
then, when propoguted upwards in the U region, produce 
the ionization ' inhomor eneiies which appc..r as partial 
sporadic-E.

1.3®5 Meteors

For many years, meteors have been considered as 
the primary sources of . bnusual Eg was observed 
during meteor showers by Mitra, byam and Ghosh (1934) 
in India, Bkellot (1933) in the United States and 
Appleton and Haismith (1947) in England. In particular, 
Appleton and Naismith demonstrated that, during an 
intense meteor shower, meteors can produce E »
Naismith (1954) found that the meteors aro associated 
with Moak E^, while Bmith (1957) showed that the 
diurml and seasonal variations of "y-type" sporadic-E 
are associated with sporadic muteors.

hotadia (1958) found a positive effect of meteor 
showers on as obsorved in sporadic-E ionization 
at Ahmodabad and lomagawa but Kotadia and Jani (1967) 
detected no change in the occurrence of E in middle 
latitude stations in Europe during an anomalous increase 
in the rate of radar meteor counts during 1963. , On 
the contrary, the low typo'of Eg was found to be less



frequent during this; period of high meteor activity, 
wright (1967), however, found a positive correlation 
between f^Eg and the meteor flux effectively averaged 
over periods of days around the time of occurrence of 
the most prominent meteor showers*

While there may ho a relationship hotwoon meteors 
and sporadic-E the evidence so far is not conclusive 
and it is prohahlo that in any case only a certain 
type or types of sporadic-E will be related to meteor 
activity*

1 «4 Choice of the parameter for measuring sporadic-

In this study sporadic-E data has boon considered 
for a number of stations from the horth polo to the 
equator during sunspot maximum, sunspot minimum and 
intermediate years and distributed over a wide range 
of longitudes. The data from the tables of fO O 5

/fE and h 'E have been taken for the variation in thoB B
occurrone0 and height of sporedic-E,

The use of f^Eg as a parameter rather then fEg 
or f was first suggested by Matsushita (1966)* 
Recently Reddy and Rao (1968) and Reddy (1968) have 
concluded, after simultaneous observations of mid- 
latitude sporadic-E by rockets and ionsondes, that 
f E is a better purameter as far as a measure of theD S
electron concentration in a sporadic-E layer is 
concerned. libwever? Reddy (1968) has pointed out 
that the use of fE^ or f rather than Is more
appropriate and advantageous in certain types of

-14'



studies:, while fE has been used very efiectively by
bmith (1S57) to demonstrate many basic morphological
features in the occurrence of sporadic-E. inere is
no doubt that fEg or f i s  a very useful parameter
as an inaicator of sporacic-E Oceurrence and as an
apprOQiimato indicator of relative intensity. Bines
the occurrence of and height of sporadic-E have been
oxaininod in this analysis, the parameter f E rather
than f^E has been chosen, b s

In addition to this, sporadic-E has been considered 
in all latitude zones rather than just in the temperate 
zone, The strong correlation between the changes in 
fE and changes in H, the horizontal component of the 
geomagnetic field, found by Morgan (1966) sug'.eats that 
fEg is again an effective parameter for studying certain 
aspects of the auroral ionosphere. Satisfactory use
of f É has also been made for studying the corrolationo s
between the occurrence of various types of Eg and 
magnetic activity at Hailey Bay by Bcllchambcis and 
llggott (1962) and between low type sporadic-E and 
radar meteor counts by hotadia end Jani (19^6), Thus 
the study ox the occurrence of various typos of 
and its relation to magnetic activity, oven at temperato 
latitudes,mil not be affected by the choice of 
rather than f^Eg

It WÛ6 notod that values tend to be much
lower than f and po make a detailed morphologiGal 
study of sporadic-E using the scaled values of f^Eg

15



rathor difficult, especially since the night-time 
Values of are very often lower than i.O Bc/s
which is normally about the lower frequency limit 
of most ionosondos, Adbltionally, many of the 
night-time values in tho 1,0 to 1,6 hc/s range
are usually lost owing to interference by the broad
cast bands and. so any study of night-time f^E deta 
collected by these ionosondes will not be very 
reliable.

Similarly, low day-timo values of f^Eg which, 
are usually less than f^E by about 1,0 Mc/s or more, 
occur commonly at many tamperate latitude stations 
during winter and these are likely to be partly lost 
at those stations where f_._ values are high,

Tho hourly values of f^Eg for the equatorial 
station Huancayo show that tho blanketing frequoncy 
occurs predominantly within 0,2 - 0,3 Hc/s of f 
with few excoptions ? and the apparent blanketing in 
this case appears to result from a combination of 
deviative absorption near f^E and intense scattering 
from the ionization inhomogeneties produced by the 
electroj et,

In the present study a comparison of the following 
aspects of spOradic-E has been made, viz: its occurr
ence on quiet and disturbed days and as a function of 
solar activity for stations at complemontary long
itudes, This, type of study will not be affected 
by choosing or fE rather than f^E as far asQ ij M L/ w
the occurranca of sporadic-E is concerned. The



height variation of sporadic-E will of courso? he 
indopendont of whether or is chosen and soO S 0 s
f or this paramoter tho question does not arise »

Many workers have s'ugtested that it is difficult 
to compare tho froquoncy occurrenco of E at diiforent 
stations because tho number and top frequency of Es
observations depends largely on the equipment charact
eristics and m  tho interpretation of the ionograms 
by the observer»

However? Ghasovitin and Bolehatova (1963) and 
Dhasovitin (1966) have shown that for all types of 
Eg tho dopondonce is invariably weak? even for 
considorable changes in the equipment paramotors#
As far as the interpretation of the ionograms is con
cern od , the observer is in any case not the same all 
tho tirao at a pjrticul,;ir station. The qualifications 
referred to above? it may bo noted? refer basically 
to a period when there was little uniformity amongst 
ionosondos and their power output was often barely 
sufficient to distinguish the echo from the background 
noise#

If? in fact, there were any major errors of 
interpretation duo to the observer at any one station 
these would become apparent during the analysis in 
relation to the behaviour of the same parameter at 
adjacent stations. In practice no such obviously 
anomalous behaviour has been encounteree, Thus? 
bocr'ing in mind those possible uncertainties in the

1'?



data,: the various comparisons between stations have 
been made but on no occasion he.s it been felt that 
tliQV have boon affected by the quality or validity 
of the data «

1.5 The various synbols used in the data

In order to calculate the percentage occurrence 
of sporadic-h, the symbols 1 and S, i,c* observations 
were not possible because of a blackout and noise 
respectively, were not considered and similarly for 
the symbol C which means that the observations were 
not possible because of a non ionospheric reason* 
However, the symbols E, when observations wero not 
possible bocauso of the lower frequency limit of the 
ionosonde, and G, when reflections were not possible 
duo to a thin ionisation layer, have been taken as 
observations» The other numerical values, togethor 
with the symbols: K and G, haVO bo en taken as total 
observations and the percentage occurronco of sporadic 
calculated by considering the number of occurroncos 
above somo limiting frequency e.g. ^  3 he/s,

5 Mo/s and / Mc/s otc.
for the individual types of the percentage 

occurrence has been calculated by considering the 
number of occasions when that particular typo 
occurred in roIntion to the total number of observ
ations. In order to determine the fju qucncy 
dependence of the occurrence of the number of

16



DCGurrcnoos for oaoh half megacycle freduuney
x.'mge have been plotted against the central froqneney.

1b6 lleduGtion of data

In order to avoid undue complexity in the study 
oi it is highly desirable to reduce the raw dda 
to certain specific conditions or forms such as quiet 
magnetic conditions or constant solar activity etc*
This reduction has been oone in the present work by 
considering only the five International magnetically 
quiet end disturbed days for each month*

Recently îien-hien (1955) has. suggested that in 
order to select quiet and disturbed days some limiting 
value of k should be taken for each month* In such 
c division the number of quiet and disturbed days 
will not, in gonoral,, be equal in a given month# 
for some studios where an equal amount of data is 
needed for a comparison in a given period, e#g# the 
frequency distribution of occurronco of sporadic-B, 
this selection of days prevents a valid comparison 
from being made. For this reason the above five 
days have boon taken as the basic period for comparison 
in this analysis.

When analysing the occurrence of sporadic-E with 
k. this division of the data into two groups haa not 
been done and each day has been classified separately 
according to the mean value of k on that day*



1 * 7 Types of trac eg
The ïEoet commonly occurring traces are of 

the flat (f), low (1), cusp (c) end hi pu (h) typos 
in t omporata latitudes. They aiu summarlzod below * 
flat - An trace which shows no approciablo

incnoaso of height with froquency * The. trace is 
usually r^lctively solid at most latitudes* This 
classification is only used at night since 
cp;ponently flat E traces observed during the 
day time auu classified according to their virtual 
height, vis; h, c or 1* | fig* l(a^

low ^ L flat trace at or below the normal 1
layor minimum virtual height* This is only used
in the day time* (fig* 1(b^ 

cusp Jin Eg traco Bhowlng a relatively symmetrical 
cusp at or below the E region critical frequency 

This is usually continuous with the 
normal E layer trace except that when deviative 
absorptijî. is large, part or til of the cusp may 
bo missing* This type is also found in the day
time only. |fig. 1(oj) 

high - An trace showing a discontinui by in height with 
the normal E layer trace at or above f^l. The 
cusp is not symmetrical, the lowfroquosxcy end 
lying clearly above the high frequency end of 
the normal E trace* This again is used only in

the day time* |fig* l(d)|

2U



In addition to those typos auroral (a), retardation, 
(r) and slant r occur but only raoolj in temperato
latitudes o However, at higher latitudes those ty,.,vs 
occur commonly in addition to tho normal Hut, low, 
cusp and hi^h types,

auroral- An pattern having a well definea flat
or gradually rising lower ouge with atratifled and 
diiiusv traces prosent above* Thoso somotimoa 
extend ovor a hundred kilometers or more of tho 
virtual height range* Jfig* 1( o^

rot. .rdation - _-.n E trvoo which is non-bl uikotings
over part or al] of its i'rocuoncy range and which 
shows an incroaso in virtual height at thv- high 
frcqudncy end simil.ar in appearance to group 
r^turdntion. This is uistina'.hshod at prcsont
from group rv^tardation by the lack of group retard
ation in tho F-rugion tr.xCaa St correaponfiing 
fxoquoncios* ^flg# iCf^

slant - An E trace which rlaos. Btuaolly with s
frequency. This typo usually omorgoS from another 
Ep layer which is normally classified separately.
At high latitudes it usually starts t'o rise from 
a horizontal 3^ trace, h or f,at frequencies 
which greatly exceed th.. layer critical frequency 
(e.g* about 6.0 hc/s) whor&aB%a% low latitudes, 
it rises from equatorial type Eg at frequencies 
nurr the E-region critical frocLoncyf 
and l(i^

—' 21 —



At equatorial latitudes there is, in addition to 
tho slant type of a different and localised
equatorial (q) typo of Es
Equatorial - This trace is completely transparent 

without any multiple reflection and is found curing 
the uay time only with a very high frequency 
fig*1(h)

A more detailed discussion of the classification 
of ionogrm echoes and Intcrpretaion is given in 
UESX handbook of ionogroia interpretation end reduction 
(Piggot and Eawor, 1961)
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B^Ü^ADTC-E AT 0OMPLZï'i2Kl^::lïir Ba!,.I'lLMb

2.1 Introduction

iimith (1957) has conducted an analysis of the
occurrence: of (fE^>5Mc/s) at various stations in
the temperate latitude sone and portrayed the results
hy means of contour maps» Ho noted that the longitudinal
variation was not apparent when yearly data were c onsid-"
ered but on taking data for 194-8-54 found that sporadic-®
was more frequent at eastern as compared to western
stations» A similar global analysis has been done
for 19:58 hy Leighton^ Bhapley and Bmith (1962)» Ihe
contour maps show that the intense E^ zone is bounded
between 170^E and,5C^E at high latitudes in the northern
hemisphere» It lower latitudes another intense zone
exists with boundaries at luO^E and approximately*
in the summer and equinoxes » However * in winter, it
moves towards the southern hemisphere» It is of interest
to compare the occurrence of E^ at pairs of stations,
around the intense E zones, with the same geomagnetic■S
latitude but with a longitude difference of about 180^ 
i.e. complementary stations » for this purpose seven 
such pairs of stations have been compared during sunspot 
maximum and minimum years at high and low latitudes»

2.2 Data
Data for the IGY and IqSY has been used for the 

analysis of the following stations» In order to have



an equal amount of data for both periods the I^BY 
data has been taken between duly* 1964 to December, 
1965, Ihe stations have been divided into arbitrary 
western and eastern zones and are referred to as such 
in the text» The positions of these stations are 
given in fig.2.1 and Table 2»1

ThBlE Ê.1

Eastern Western

Station Geomtg. Geographic Station Goomagw Geographic

Heiss *
Ljt. S f- long

hesoluter
l;gt. Igng.

Island 70.9 so .6 E58.0 Bay 82.9 74.7 ’..'94.9
Point
Barrow 68.4 71,1 W156.8 Tromso 67.2 69/7 31§1
Provid- 
encvj Bay 58.7 64» 4 uT?3,5 Uppsala 5816 59-8 isif e .
ndak 47.5 51.9 W176.7 B lough 54.3 51.5 ‘SO .6
Akltat 29.5 5947 B140.1 puerto+ 50 .Ü 18.5 W&7.2
Taipei 13.7 25.G mi2i,5

hi CO 
Bogota 15.9 4.6 '474-1

Koda i- 
kanal U.6 1U»2 E7745

Huan-
cayo —0.6 .42.1: W75.3

* IQBY data for Hoiss Island was not available,so 
the data between July 1963 and December 1964 has 
been used instead.

+Ho comparison has been made for this pair of stations 
in the IQBY since no data was available lor Puerto 
hico »

- 24 *
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Plg.2.2: Longitudinal distribution of É occurrenceS



2o3 Polar Btat1on,g
Heiss I slanu and .le so lut a Bay

ŒHe âiurnal and seasonal variations of the 
occurrence of sporadic-H on qniet days for Meiss Island̂ , 
as an eastern station, are compared ^ith Hosolnte Bay, 
as the corresponding western station, during the IGT in 
fig.2 , It will be noticed that the percentage 
occnrrenco of sporadic-^E (f E % ’̂nc/s) is greater at 
hesoInto Bay as compared to Heiss Island np to i6Q0 
hrs whereas the situation reverses after d600 hrs till 
midnight for all the seasons.> h similar situation 
between Heiss Island and hesolute Bay is found for 
sunspot minimum years (fig*2.$). However, the diff
erence in the occurrence of E between the two stations 
reduces up to 4600 hrs and increases afterwards as 
compared to IGf during the summer and eguinoocos^

Ihe frequency distribution of spcradic-E 
during 101 (fig»2*8) shows a greater occurrence of E 
at Heiss Island as compared to Resolute Bay in the 
lower frequency range and loss in the higher frequency 
range (f JD >3* 5 Ho/s), Ihis agrees with Leighton et 
al (1962) who showed that E was more frequent (f^^5Hc/s) 
in the horth American portion than in the Siberian portion 
during 1956„ However,the frequency distribution during 
sunspot minimum years (fig.2.8) shows # greater occurr
ence of sporadic^E at Heiss Island than at Resolute Bay 
over virtually the whole of the frequency r an̂ _ e.
This shows a reduction in the occurrence of sporadic-E
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at Kesolute Bay relative to that of Eeiss Islani in 
the yeara of sanspot miaimum years as Oùmpareü to
Leighton et al (1962) for 1956, the year of sanspot 
maximum. A possible reason for this change may be 
related to the position of tné magnetic pole.

It is well established that there is a movement 
of the dip-pole and its position has been measured as 
followsÎ

Year Geographic Geographic
Latitude Longitude

1900 71.2° 5 96,9°i'i
1950 72.6° il 99.0%
1950* 7̂ . 2°  S

74.6° » 100.4%
75.1° M 100.7%
75,5° I 101.0%

^'These positions are found by interpolation.

These positions have been plotted in fig. 2.4
together with that of hesolute Lay and it will be
seen that Resolute Bay is closest to the dip-pole
about 1955 Shâ that before and after this period its
separation increases.

If the occurrence of is to a certain extent
dependent 'upon the: position of the oip-pole, as 
suggestod by Bollchambers and Piggott (i960)- since 
the location of the sone in the Ganadian side is

« 26 —
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caused by the position of the magnetic pole in that 
region, then a change in the occurrence of before 
and after 1955 might bo expected. A deoreasa in
tho occurrence of E was found by Thomas (1962) when 
he analysed data taken between 1950 and 1958 for 
Jicsoluto Bay» As such, he pointed, cut the negative 
correlation between tie occurrence of X  and solar 
activity because the maximum occurrence was found in 
the year of low sunspot activity 1955 as compared to 
a minimum occurrence In the years of high sunspot 
activity - 1956 and 1958° However,^ in the present 
study the overall occurrence of (f^E^> 5 nc/s) 
has been found to increase by 175 with sunspot 
activity when data has been analysed for 1957'^5B and 
for 1965-64, years of high and low sunspot activity 
respectively» Thus at iiesoiute Bay a decrease in 
the occurrence of 3 with increasing solar activity 
is observed in one solar cycle (1950-57) while an 
increase is observed in the succeeding half solar 

cyclo (1957-65).
A tentative and qualitative explanation of 

this anomalous behaviour can be accordingly made by 
ascribing this, increase and decrease in the occurrence 
of before and after 1955 to the movement of the 
dip-pole relative to hesolute Bay. It should be 
stressed that this is only a qualitative explanation 
Since the magnitude of the decrease from 1957-5# 
to 1965-64, i»e* 1?>̂ , is rather more than would
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seem probable from the observed movement of the dip-pole.
A similar explanation may be applied to 

Heiss Is, which is also a polar cap station like 
Ac so lute I’ay, where by contrast on increase in the 
E incidencu is observed from 1957-58 to 1965-64.
In Ghaptor 5 it is shown that there is a contraction 
of the auroral zone between solar maximum and minimum 
conditions. Consequently, since Heiss Island is 
on the edge of the polar cap in the XGÎ, it may 
change to an auroral position in 1965-64. If such a 
change did occur then the number of occurrences on 
quiet and disturbed days should decreaae and increase 
respectively from 1957-58 to 1965-64 on account of 
this apparent change of position. lurthermero,
Heiss Is. is situated near tho trough in occurrence 
which is nearly opposite to the eilianced Ganadian zone 
and hence any movement of the pole should produce a 
movement of this trough» In 1965-64 the quiet day 
occurrence, which shoula decrease duo to the auroral 
position, is in fact alightly incroasod and this is 
largely ascribed to a movement of the trough. On 
disturbed days, however, the presence of the trough 
is of much less importanoe than the auroral position 
and a very pronounced increase in th@ occurrence
is observed i.0. 142^ ( f > 5 Mc/s) . Ag.:lin,
therefore, it would seem that tho ino vement oj. the 
dip-pole has an effect on the incio-ence of °
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2,04 nigh Latitude stations 
Point Barrow and Tromsd

The diurnal and seasonal variations oi ocourreneo 
of oporadio-L lor Point Barrow and Tromsd (fig.2.5) 
show that is more frequent at the western station 
during summer in the IGI. During the equinoxes the 
variation remains much the sarae as in summer except 
for a reversal between G$00 and U?vG hrs. This 
reversal is also repeated throughout most of the 
winter day. The overall seasonal variation shows a 
consistently greater incidence at Tromso than at Point 
Barrow, apart from a short early morning perioa. In 
sunspot minimum years the occurrence of sporadic-H is 
found to be higher at the eastern station, roint Barrow, 
for most of the early morning hours in all the seasons, 
jjuring other winter hours at Tromsb the incidence is 
greater than that at Point Barrow but in the other 
seasons there is no significant difference between 
the two stations (fig.2.5)» The overaj-1 seasonal
variation this time shows a consistently greater 
incidence at Point Barrow apart iros a short period 
around noon. It is found after examining the frequency 
distribution during the IGY (fig»2»B) that the ocourrenee 
of sporadic-^E is more frequent at Point B,;rrow only 
at the higher frequencies,, i..e. after 6 ï'ic/s whereas, 
at lower frequencies, the occurrence of is greater 
at the compleraentary station, Tromso, in the western 
zona. During IwBY (fig.2.8) the occurrence of 
sporadic—L at t'oint Barrow is found to generchly exceed
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t/iiat at troïiiot) o The occurrence of K̂. is thus hî ĥer 
at the eastern station as compared to that at the western 
station for nigh frequencies in sunspot rncocimum and. 
minimum years » r..t lower frequencies, however, the 
situation remains the same in sunspot minimum years, 
hut in sunspot maximum years the situation is essentially 
reversed with more E at Tromsd^ According to 
heighton et al (1962), at these longitudes in 1958 
the relative east and west occurrence of sporadic-K 
(f^E^ )> 5 Mc/s) is similar and agrees with the results 
for sunspot maximum years« Insofar as the situation 
when 3 Mc/s is concerned, there is a greater
incidence at Tromso during IGY but little significant 
dif j erence on average in IQbTu However, when the 
total incidence of E is considered, i.e. the frequency 
of appearance, there would seem to be a more significant 
change in IGY, in that there is a greater incidence 
at Tromso whereas in the situation is reversed.

Irovidence Bay and Uppsala
Durins IGYy the occurrence of is found to be

Very much less at the eastern station, irovidence Bay, 
as compared to th/t at the eorresponding western 
station, Uppsala, for all the seasons and for all 
hours of the day,(fig.2«6). In sunspot minimum years, 
however, the incidence at Hppsala only exceeds that 
at irovidence Bay during the period approximacely 
between 0800 hrs and 1300 hrs and then only by a small 
amount, For all othsr hours of the day the incidence
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at ĵ rovideiico Bay is greater than that at Uppsala and 
this applies to all the seasons (fig.2,6)

The frequency distribution during IGY showc more
Eg at Uppsala for the entire frequency range * In 
IQlSÏ the difierence between Uppsala and Providence 
Bay becorn.es almost zero at frequencies above 3 Mc/s, 
but below this frequency the incidence remains higher 
at Uppsala than .at Providence Bay (fig,2.9).

Adcilc and Slough

In the IGI the incidence is found, to be greater 
at Slough, the western station, than at the complement-- 
ary eastern station, Adak, during winter daytime and 
Slightly less during sumiaer daytime» For the night 
hours the only significant difference is the greater 
incidence in winter at Adak than that at Slough since, 
for the other seasons, the incidence figures for 
Adak are subject to considerable uncertainity due to 
the large number of occasions when blackouts were 
present (iig,u»7). The total number of occurrences 
are found to be more at Blough as compared to mdafc 
on .an annual besis» In IQBY the diurnal variation 
(fig,.2,:7) shows that the percentage occurrence of 
is more at i'dak as compared to Slough for all tho 
hours of the day except between 10CO and 1300 hrs in 
winter, 0900 and 13uO hrs in the equinoxes and 1300 
and 1600 hrs in summer, where the incidence of 
is more at Slough« The overall inciuenco tenos fco 
be greater at /id8.k than Slough exCLpu over tne noon
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period. One feature of the IGY and IqBY résulta 
hua been found in that there is a close aiiêilacity in
the seasonal changes. It is observed that the relative 
difference between the ocGurrence of at Blough and 
Adak decreases from winter to equinoxes then to summer 
during the daytime. In fact, tho difference in the 
incidence of ly between hlough and Adak is posi Give 
in winter and bocomes slightly negative in summer.

The frequency distribution during IGY shows that 
the number of occurrences for Y E  ^ 3  Mc/s at Bio ugh 
is greater than that at Adak, while during i-.̂ BY 
there is little difloronce between them (fig.2.9).
This situation is also observed when the average 
diurnal variation of total occurrence is coisidered.

At high latitudes the approximate longitudinal 
variation in the occurrence of d is given by curve 1 
in fig. 2.2 for stations at â common geographic latitude 
of 65® This has been derived from the contour maps
given by Leighton et al (1962; " The data actually 
relates to the eguinoxos s'ad so is repreaentative of 
the mean annual behaviour thereby allowing a comparison 
of the annual results to be made »

If the occurrence of iSÿ to a cortain extent,s
dependent on the position of the dip-pole (as is 
suggested by Aesolute Bay), then the occurrence of 
will decrease from IGY to ÎQ8Y in the intense zone 
i.e. in the Canadian sector and will increase in the 
comp1amentary zone on the other side of the pole.
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distrlWtion of B oconrroiioe la showa by curve 2 
when the meridional component of the movement of the 
dip-pole ie considered* If the westward, or nonnl 
component of the dip-polo ie considered then the 
distribution shown by curve 2 would be shifted towards 
the loft hand side ,cuid will be shown by curve 3^ On 
comparing curves 1 and 3» which represent the longitudinal 
distribution of iy in I GY and IQOY respectively^, it 
will bo observed that a small increase will occur at 
stations near A while there will be a larger decrease 
at complementary stations near Bo

In the present analysis a small increase in the 
ocourronce of (f > 3 hc/s) of 90, 50 and 60 at 
Point Barrow, Providence Bay and Adah respectively 
has boon found from IGY to 1CBY on quiet days* On 
disturbed days also there is an increase of 60 0.t both 
Point Barrow and hdak but a de crease of 360 at Provid
ence Bay., This anomalous decrease in the occurrence
of E , as against the increase which might bo expected, s
is caused by the contraction of the auroral %on& from 
IGY to I^BY changing the nature of Providence Bay from 
a wholly auroral station in IGY to & marginal auroral-
temperate Ictitude one in IQBY and so is not , in fact, 
a contradictory résulté These three stations are 
situated necr A# At the complementary stauions near 
B,. large decreases have been found, vi#* 280 at Tromsd,
660 at Uppsala and at Blough from IGY to 1^8% on 
quiet days « On disturbed days the figures become
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330, 750 and 201 respectively. It would thus appear
that there has been an effective movement of the 
intense %one in the Ganadian sector from IGY to
I BY which is not so mnch directly related to the
change in so1er activity but rather is related to the
movement of the dip-pole* There may, of course, be
a solar activity effect but so far there is no available
evidence rrom other fields, such as rioaeter meaSarements,
particle precipitatj.on or flux observations wnich would
provide support for a preferential longitudinal movement »

Again, vhile the zonal movement of the dip-pole
is in the same sense and compatible with that of the
intense zone, its movement between 195? and 1965
is only about ^o„ The intense zone, however, retires
an movement of some degrees to explain the observed
change s in E occurrence * Thus , while there is a
superficiul relation between the movement of the dip-pole
and the intense E zone, the magnitude of this relatives
change implies that the precise link between them has 
yet to be determined,

2.5 Low Latitude Stations 
Akita and Puerto hicp

The diurnal variation of occurrence of sporadic-E
is found to be significantly more at Akita, an eastern 
station, as compared to Puerto uico, the ccmp1ementary 
western zone station during the IGY summer morning.
(fig.2.10). For the remaining summer hours the
difference is not pronounced and in une equinoxes and

5-1-
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winter months the incidence at Puerto hicc is greater 
than at Akita. The situation is similar to that
described by Bmith (195?) for eastern and western 
zone stations during summer and winter

Taipei and Bogota
At lower temperate latitudes also the diurnal 

variation of sporadic-E is found to be consistently 
greater during summer at an eastern station, Taipei, 
as compared to its complementary station, Bogota, 
during sunspot maximum and sunspot minimum years (fig.2d2), 
This difference decreases seasonally until in winter 
the Taipei incidence only exceeds that at Bogota for 
a relatively short noon period, again during both IGY 
and I'.'BY. This agrees with the temperate zone maps 
of Kïmith (1957) f or summer and winter .

As there is a seasonal change in the relative 
occurrence of E at Akita and Puerto-hico, the frequency 
distributions for summer and winter have been plotted 
separately* It will be seen that in summer E is more 
frequent at Akita than iuerto Bico for most of the 
frequency range while, in winter, it is completely 
reversed except for the very low frequency end (sigoB.il}. 
It will be noted that there is more at Akita than 
Iuerto Pico in the lower frequency range in both seasons, 
low Akita and Puerto Pico have almost the same geo-
magnetic iatitiide (29.5°S and 30°B respectively) but

o ^difiet greatly in geographic latitude (39 4-4- B and 
18°5lU respectively) i.e. by almost 21° with Puerto
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Rico being nearer to the tropio of âanoer than jJcita. 
ihus the average ambient ionization density (n ) ox the 
a-layer at Puerto #ioo will be greater than that at
hivit a o

Ready and Jhatsushita (1it)6) have shovm, that a small
wiridshear can produce detectable E when the ambient
electron density (n ) is small but the same windshear
will not produce a detectable E -layer for large
values of n provided that there is m certain threshold
or critical value of '£ below which it will not bes
detected by the system* dlnce n is smaller at Akita 
than at iuerto uioo in all seasons, a small windshear 
at hkita produces detectable Ê in all seasons, but 
the same windshear will consequently not produce 
detectable at Puerto Rico where n is always larger* 
ihus a more frequent occurrence of in the lower 
frequency range may be expected at hhita in both summer 
and winter»

à similar relative seasonal change in E occurrence 
has been noted at Taipei and Bogota and the frequency 
distributions for these stations are shown in fig«2«ii 
for ^md IÛ8Y. i; found to be relatively more
frequent at Taipei in the high frequency range during 
the summer of IGY but less frequent at the low frequency 
end in both summer and winter » The high f requency 
range shows a reversal in w i n t e r T h i s  difierent 
behaviour at the high ana low frequency enas of the 
scale is repeated in IkRY and so is not # purely



random situation». By analogy with the results at 
Akita anci. huer to A(ico these changes can he qualitatively 
explained» Taipei and Bogota also have nearly the 
same geomagnetic latitude (13.?^# and respectively)
.‘but about the same difference in geographic latitudes 
{23^2/h and 4*^38^^ respectively) as Akita and Puerto 
Rico. In this case, however, Taipei, an eastern 
station is nearer to the tropic of Cancer and hence 
the ambient ionization density (n ) at Taipei is greater 
than at Bogota in summer. Thus small windshears 
should produce relatively more detectable E at Bogota
than at Taipei since n is smaller at Bogota,.

According to this explanation one would expect
more E„ in the low frequency range at Taipei in wintor
because the average n is smaller at this station 
relative to Bogota, This result is not in fact found 
in either IGY or iqgY, It must be presumed, therefore, 
that since Taipei is only just outside the tropic the 
ambient electron density is insufficiently less than 
that at Bogota for the threshold criterion to apply.
I'.t Akita, however, which is 15^ to the north of Taipei, 
and where the low frequency reversal effect does 
tuiie place^ it would appear that n^ has ne or eased enough 
for the threshold limit to be reached.

In order to explain the difference in the seasonal 
occurrence in the higher frequency range, a comparison 
has been made between l.okubunji and Grand Bahama of 
the windshoars deduced by Keddy and Matsushita (1968).



Those stations have been chosen as representative of 
low temperate latitude conditiona in the eastern and 
western aonus respectively (hoknbunji, anita and Taipei 
are all at higher latitudes than their complementary 
stations Grand Bahama, Puerto Rico and Bogota and so 
meaningful comparisons can be made between them,)

T.ahE 2. 3
(m/soc/km)

Year
Station

58 50 60 61 62 63 64

hokubunji 90 93 76 62 67 61 56
Grand Bahai:ÏÎ a 6\ 1 61 47 92 37 32 45

AD^ 30 57 29 10 10 9 5

fable above shows the mean noon duly windshears 
deduced from these authors* results and it will be 
noticed that the values at hokubunji are consistently 
greater than tljose at Grand Bsliama, but that the 
difference decroaaes steadily from IGY to IdbY..
These figures suggest that the windshoars: in the eastern 
zone are pormenently greater than those in the western 
zone. At high frequencies, therefore, where the 
windshear theory Of li„ predicts that the occurrence 
increases wrth the magnitude of the windshear, it 
might be expected that in summer there will be a 
relatively greater occurrence of in the eastern 
zone, pig. 2*1i shows that for Akita and luerto



Rico in IGY and for Taipei ond Bogota in IGY and
this is indeed the situation»

Table 2,4
( Til / s 00/km )

Yoar &o 61 62 65 64
Station

Lokubunji 78 40 33 go 41 31 22
Grand Bahama 34 30 33 33 58 35 35

Ah 44 4-10 0 *-3 f5 ^

The mean noon .December windshear values are given
in table 2.4, It is immediately apparent that the
large differences evident in summer do not occur in
wintGr. In IGY the windshear values are slightly
greater at hokubunji than those at Grand Bahama,, the
difference falling to zero and thon becoming slightly
negative in I(s,BY. There ia thus a very large seasonal
change in the windshear at 1(0 hub un ji and a relatively
small one at Grand Bahama. This is reflected in
the winter occurience of where it will be seen thats
at the high frequency end, the occurrences at 
Taipei and iikita have actually fallen below those B.t 
Puerto Rico and Bogota respectively in all the three

cases shown.
It may also be noted that tne IQ&Y wincei, when

the eastern zone windsheor is actually less than that
in the western zone., is also the period when tnore is



more in cho lo stern relative to tlio o as tern zone 
than at any other time.

This comparison between the high freqnoncy 
QccurronGea sns-asts that the greater seasonal changes 
in the eastexm sector and the apparent reversal in the 
relative occnrronce in smïmer and winter hetwoon eastern 
and western zones is closely related to the tendency 
for greater windshears to occur in the eastern zone, 
hhilo it is true that the horizontal component of 
the earth's field is also greater in the oastern zone, 
this factor by itself would not produce any seasonal 
or relative east to west changes,

It will be noted that there is a decrease in 
the occurrence of the most probable frequency at Akita 
and Puerto Rico from summer to winter with a converse 
situation at Taipei and Bogota* This is not a physical 
efrect and is due to the fact that, in order to comparo 
the iroguency distributions at any two stations, the 
periods for which data is included must be identical*
The absolute ievels of the distribution from season 
to season are therof ore not significant for Taipei 
and Bogota where small gaps existed in the published 

data,

2.6 Eg uat orial 81 at ions 
Lodaikanal and jhiancayo

At eguatorial stations, the diurnal variation 
(f E ^ 3îic/s) shows consistently more sporadic-B 
at Huancayo, a western station, aa compared to the

—  40 —



complümen bary station, ivociaikanai, during night time
in all seasons and in both sunspot maximum and mihiraum
yuors (iig.2ai3)* During the daytime for IGl the
froqaoncy oi occurj. enco is very high for both stations
and, what difi'orenoos there are, are so small as to he
barely significant. The consistently higher level of
nighttime occurrences at Huancayo has already boon
commented upon and thoro is no similar daytime at uat ion.
Thero does, however, appear to be a small seasonal
effect in that in winter the incidence at Huancayo
is slightly more while in summor the tendency is for
the situation to reverse » In view of the difference
in the width of the electrojet between eastern and
western hemispheres (Rao, 1964) this sm^ll chan; m is
not of great significance.

hince both Huancayo ana hodsikanal are equatorial
stations j.t might bo expectod that they uuo both
afiected to the same effect by chan:;,os in solar activity,
It will be soon from fig.2*l3 though thofc there is
actually a rroater docreaso at hodaikanal from maximum
to minimum solar activity* home indication of rhe
latitudinal o:ctont of the J.ootrojoct has boon given by
Gatos (1959) and by hotadia (1962): for maximum and
minimum solar activity conditions. This has been
used to construct fig*2* 14(̂ ;which shows the occurrence
of E as a function of magnetic dip for maximum and s
minimum solar activity, and oil so shows uhe position 
of Huancayo and hodaikanai.

—  4 1  —
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It is clear that at Huancayo thero will bo only
a omall decrease in the occurrence of E while at0
hodaikanal there will bo an apparently [,roater decrease
Irow IGY to I^BY. It is also worth noting that at
Karotonga q or oquatorial type 1 , was observed ins
IGT but not during liBY, again indicating the reduction 
in the width of oloctrojet with decreasing solar 
activity (lierblay and harochkina, 1966).

fhc frequency distribution shows more sporadie-S 
at kodaikanal above 9.0 Hc/s during both 1957-56 
and 1964— 65 whereas very much more E is found atB
Huancayo at lower frequencies (fig,2.I#)*
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CHAlfjlR 3

S P O R A D I C - #  Ü U H 6 P 0 T  FLUCIMUfl Æ H  L b h b l O T
M I N I M U M  YEARS

5.1 introduction
The relationship between sporadic-# and solar 

activity has been stuoied by many workers, Mitra 
and Das Gupta (1962, 196$) found a positive correlation 
between noon values and the occurrence of sporadic-#
(f^Eg >5 Mc/s) at most of the stations examined,
Chadwick (1961) obtained a negative correlation between 
the occurrence of and solar activity at I'airbanks, 
Washington and huancayo representing auroral, temperate 
and equatorial stations respectively, Thomas (1962) 
found a negative correlation at Resolute Bay, Baker 
lake and Churchill ani a positive one at Winnipeg*

More recently, Reddy and Matsushita (1968) 
showed that a positive correlation existed between 
solar activity and the blanketing frequency (f-ĵ Ê ) and 
the occurrence of E f or f ̂1^^ 4,0 Mc/s but below this 
frequency a negative correlation was observed at 
temperate latitudes. They studied this relationship 
by dividing the day into six periods of four hours each. 
In order to have a complete picture, the diurnal and 
seasonal variation of the occurrence of has been 
compared from pole to equator during years of maximum 
and minimum solar activity. lor the same period 
comparisons have also been made of the frequency 
distributions and. latitudinal variation of sporadic—E 
in the present study.



The uat a used is the same as in Chapter 2 except tĥ :.t 
iuerto Rico has been omitted due to the absence of 
IQhY data.
ppR Relationship between ER and solar activity

The diurnal variation of occurrence ( f $ï-ic/s) 
for Resolute Bay, a polar station, shows (fig.5,1) that 

is found to be more frequent during sunspot maximum 
years in the equinoxes between DbuO hrs and 10uQ hrs 
and in winter between lInO hr8 and 1800 hrs whereas, 
in the remaining period, it is more frequent in sunspot 
minimum years# There is no significant difference 
in the occurrence of during summer f or 1957-38 and 
1965-64o The frequency distribution of sporadic-#
(fig#5o5) ahoi'fs a greater occurrence in sunspot maximum 
thon in minimum years over most of the frequency range 
consideredo

Eor Eel sa Is land the diurnal VGr*iation in 
summer and equinoxes (fig#5#1) shows a negative 
correlation with solar activity and also between 180u 
hrs and 02u0 hrs in winter# There is no significant 
difference in the remaining winter period# The 
frequency distribution for Reiss Island (fig#5#5) 
shows a greater occurrence of in sunspot minimum 
than maximum years for all frequencies greater than 

2#5 Mc/s
The diurnal variation of occurrence for foint 

Barrow shows (fig#3#2) a very clear negative correlEition
with solar activity during summer throughout the day#
In the eouinoxes the: correlation eff ectively remains
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but at a much reduced level relative to that in summer * 
During winter the diurnal varia.tioh does not show any 
apparent correlation. It will he noticed that In the 
frequency distribution (fig.$^3) the occurrencee are 
very much more during, sunspot minimum than during maximum 
years* however, the clifxerence is barely detects.ble 
at the higher frequencies because of a paucity of data 
in this range.

At Tromsb the diurnal variation (fig»3-2) 
shows a negative correlation in winter for all hours 
of the day apart from the period 00-0400 hrs, between 
the occurrence of and solar activity. This negative 
correlation occurs in summer during daytime hours only 
while in the equinoxes what correlation there is., is 
positive. It will be noted that the negative correlation 
in winter differs from the overall correlation which is 
positive, this is probably not physically significant 
since the raw data sample for IQBl is exceedingly small 
and thus the error in the; points on the graph will be 
very large. Too much importance, therefore, is not 
attached to this negative relationship, i'.ltnough Tromso 
is strictly an auroral station the frequency distribution 
of the occurrence of E. (fig.3*3) is nevertheless typical 
of that of many temperate latitude stations. The 
number of occurrences are found to he greater after 
3o5tie/s during sunspot maximum years, while below this 
frequency the distribution tends to be reversed. This 
'’Crossover’’ frequency above ana below 'which the 
correlation with solar activity is positive and negative

- 45 -



respectively varies only slightly between temperate 
latitude stations* Mitra and Das Gupta ('1963) found- an 
overall positive correlation with solar activity during 
noon. The only other statiun at higher latitudes 
considered by these authors was point Barrow end this 
showed no correlation at noon for the occurrence of 
Eg (fpGg:» 5.0 Mc/s).

At Providence Bay the diurnal variation of E- 
occurrence (fig.3.4) shows no strong evidence lor a 
solar activity dependence. During the period 07^1300 
hrs in summer and winter the dependence is negative and 
positive respectively but at other periods there is no 
significant difference, apart from a negative one during 
the equinox night. The frequency distribution is similar 
to that at Tromso with a positive and negative correlation 
above and below 3,5 Mc/s (fig.3,6).

In contrast with all the stations which have 
been examined here, the diurnal variation e.t Uj^psala is 
remarkable for not only exhibiting a consistently strong 
positive correlation for all hours of the day, but also 
for the seasonal consistency (fig 3.4). The strength 
of the solar dependence is surprising in that stations 
at only slightly different latitudes exhibit nothing 
like the same consistency of Uppsala. As might be 
expected, the frequency distribution also shows a very 
strong depondenco, particularly at the hiqh frequency 
end of the range, with a crossover frequency slightly , 
lower than the two previous stations at 2.5 Mc/s (fig.p.6).
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At ülough a regular diurnal variation in the 
Eg occurrence (fig.5.5) has been found in all seasons
for sunspot maximum and minimum years. In summer 
between u80u and 1600 hrs and in the equinoxes between 
0900 and 15vO hx‘S more E is found during sunspot minimum 
years. At a.ll other times and during winter there is 
a positive dependence on solar activity. ïh© frequency 
distribution at Slough (fig,5 .6) is similar to that 
already described with a crossover frequency of 3.5 Ho/s 
for quiet and disturbed days.

At Adak) the relatively regular diurnal variation 
is found to bo similar to that at 6lough (fig.5*5 )̂
Again there is a daytime period between 080C and I50Q 
hrs in summer and between 1000 and 1400 hrs in the 
equinoxes when a negative solar activity dependence 
exists but, in winter, the dependence is entirely 
positive. In the remaining period in summer and 
equinoxes the dependence tends to be positive but is 
rather variable.

The froquency distribution at Adak is normal 
and much as would be expected by comparison with other 
stations at similar latitudes (fig.5.6). During 
solar minimum conditions, however, the distribution 
below 5.0 Fic/s is anomalous and quite at variance with 
the other stations. At frequencies greater than 3°5Hc/s 
there is no significant difference between the solar 
maximum and solar minimum graphs. Below p.5 Hc/s 
the distribution shows no sign of reaching a peak and



keeps increasing towards the lowest frequency at which 
observations were made.

If the seasonal frequency distributions 
(fig.5 .9 ) arc examined though, very real changes are 
observed. 'fho summer distribution is similar to what 
would be expected in that there is a maximum with a 
crossover frequency at 4.0 he/s. In the equinoxes the 
maximum has largely disappeared giving a plateau region 
while, ill winter, a steauy monotonie increase towards 
zero frequency is obsorved. It is more probable, 
therefore, that tuis anomalous resultant frequency 
distribution (fig.3 .9) is a consequence of the equinox 
and winter values. If the threshold frequency for 
Adak, therefore, is low then a high negative correlation 
will be observed due to the dominating effect of the 
equinoxes and winter.

The diurnal variation at Akita (fig.3.7) shows 
more prolonged periods of negative correiation between 
the occurrence of E. and solar activity than at Blough 
or Adak viz., summer between 0800 and 1700 hrs, equinoxes 
between 070O and I5OO hrs and in winter between 0900 
and 1400 hours. These periods correspond approximately 
to the changes in the time of sunrise and sunset between 
summer and winter. At other times of the day the 
correlation is predominantly positive. By analogy 
W i t h  t h e  results found at Adak, Blough and Tromsb a 
cross—over frequency in the frequency distribution 
(fig.3»9) can bo identified at 4.0 Mc/s for quiet and
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disturbed conditions, there being: a strong negative 
correlation for frequencies less than this value, 
jlt greater frequencies any correlation is hidden by 
random fluctuations.

The fluctuations in the diurnal variation 
curvos (fig.5.8) for Bogota largely conceal any possible 
relation between the occurrence of and solar activity.
A winter period between 0800 and 170Q hrs and, in the 
equinoxes, one between 0800 and 150O hrs are the only 
occasions when a sustained relationship is apparent.
At all other times no appreciable difrorenee can be 
observed. The frequency distribution (fig.5 .9) again 
indicates a crossover frequency of 4.0 Hc/s for quiet 
and disturbed conditions with a negative correlation 
between the occurrence of and solar activity below 
this value. At higher frequencies there is no significant 
difference between solar maximum and minimum conditions 
in the occurrence of Eg*

Unlike other temperate latitude stations,
Taipei shows more sporadic-^E during the night hours of 
summer at solar minimum as compared to solar maximum: 
conditions (fig.$.8). #or other Bçasons there is ro 
significant difference in the occuironce of apart 
from a winter day-time period between 0900 and 1500 
hrs when the occurrence is found to be more in sunspot 
minimum years. At Taipei, like other temperate 
latitude stations, the frequency distribut ion (fig.3 »9) 
shows a negative correlation between the oocurrenca of



Eg and sunspot activity below 4.D Mc/s and a positive
one between 4.0 and 6.0 Me/s.

r negative correlation between the occiirrence 
of Bporadic-E and solar activity has been found at the 
high latitude stations of Hoiss Island and Point Barrow 
and no significant correlation at Providence Bay and at 
Adak. However, this negative correlation has not boon 
found at Hesolute Bay, Uppsala, Tromso or blough in the 
present analysis since, on the contrary, a positive 
correlation is observed. As the discussion in the 
previous chapter has indicated, there was a relative 
increase in the occurrence of 3^ from sunspot maximum 
to minimum years for all the stations in the eastern 
zone as compared to those in the western zone. It is 
suggested that the opposite modes of behaviour are due 
to a change in the position of the north dip-pole from 
sunspot maximum to minimum years towards the northwest. 
Thus this negative correlation at Heiss Island and 
Point Barrow and the zero correlation at Providence 
Bay and Adak between the occurrence of E and solar 
activity at these eastern stations might reasonably
have been expected.

In this analysis the occurronce of sporadic-S
has boon examined during 1957-58 (sunspot maxirn^ and 
1964-65 (sunspot minima) from fgEg data and a. negative
correlation between the occurrence of sporadic-1 and 
solar activity has boon found at lower frequencies at 
all temperate latitudes* This agrees with the analysis



of Heddy and Matsushita (1968) who examined £, E dataD a
from 1958 to 1965 in a different manner for temperate
latitudes and for which an explanation has been offered.
The negative correlation at lower froquoncies arises

dTlfrom small windahaars, e.g. ^  = 5m/sec/km which can
produce detectable when ambient E-region ionization

® n /n ■
(n ) is small aiidi with , —S j during low sunstiot

'̂0 o' min
activity, but cannot produce detectable E during high

n /' n ^
sunspot activity when —-™x( —  and n is larger*

op \Bo/ min G
Therefore, even if the smaller windshears have no 
appreciable solar cycle variation, the smaller f^E 
values resulting from these small shears will show a 
marked negative variation with solar activity*

3*5 Equatorial stations
At kodaikanal, which is an equatorial station, 

there is a small but si;#ificant change in the diurnal 
variation of Eg occurrence between sular maximum and 
minimum conditions (fig*5.11)® In all seasons there 
is an increase in occurrence during the late afternoon 
for solar maximum conditions* This is not accompanied 
by a corresponding early morning change when no appreciable 
difference is observed. During the night-time hours 
the incidence is very slight for all solar conditions 
and littlG can be said, about this period. The frequency 
distribution for Kodaikana 1 has been plotted in terms 
of one rather than half Mc/s intervals on account of 
the irregular distribution (fig*3.l2)# The result is
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very different from that at any other latitude in that 
there is a tendency for a himodal distribution to be 
present with a small peak at about 3Mc/s and a larger 
and broader peak in the range 9„0 to 12*0 Mc/s. Ihe 
two peaks are a conséquence of the data covering â 
twenty-four hour period, since, as has been shown 
(SaksQna, 1965), the 3Mc/s peak is a night event while 
the large high frequency peak relates to the day-time 
period. It should be pointed out also that this large 
change in behaviour from day to night does not occur 
at other latitudes and the frequency distributions for 
the temperate and auroral stations considered earlier 
in this chapter, which also cover twenty-four hour 
periods, are not misleading in the sense that Kodaikanal 
might bo. When total ocourrencos greater than 5,UMc/s 
are considered it is not immediately obvious from the 
distribution whether there is any correlation with 
solar activity and this is reflected in the fact that 
there is only a small difference in the diurnal curve
for IGŸ and

The results at the other equatorial station 
ïîuancayo are qualitatively very similar to those at 
Kodaikanal* The late afternoon increase and no early 
morning chan&o in IGY is again obsorved but the night
time inGidonoe is, howevor, very much groater than at 
Kodaikanal The froquency distribution has
a much more pronounced bimodal form than that au 
Kodaikanal with the low frequency, .3 to 4 Mc/s peakf 
again relating to night—time (fig*3»12}*

-  52 -



The frequency distribution does, nevertheless, 
show a decrcasG in the most probable frequency with 
decreasing solcr activity. The most striking feature
is the reduction in the most probable froquency for both 
high and low frequency modes from maximum to minimum 
solar activity* This indicates a clear dependence 
of the day Eind night modes on sole.r activity, what 
is also noticeable is the close similarity betwoon the 
distributions for quiet and disturbed days in Idï and 
again for iQbT* Thv two sets of data for quiet and 
disturbed days are completely indopen^-ont of each 
other and hence the close agroemont butween the two 
distributions for two solar conditions indicates that 
a valid physical interpretation can bo placed on the 
results,

3»4 Soaso.^al Variations
The frequency distribution for summer and 

winter has boon compared discing I GY and fCgy for four 
temperate latitude stations. In winter ia found to 
bo more froquont than in summer in the lower frequency 
range at Slough and Adak (fig.3.13) during both IGT 
and K'SY, Over the same frequency range at *lcita 
and Taipei, which are typically repro sent ativo of low 
latitude tempurate stations, is more frequent during 
the % 8 Y  only (fig,3,13)' At tho higher frequend^s, 
howo‘; ir, the incidence of is great or in summer 
relative to winter for all the cases considered* 

Matsushita and Reddy (1967) have suggested that there
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is a dcpendencQ of the maximum ionisation in Ë layers
on the maximum background ionization in the B region*
hoddy and Matsushita (1968) also suggested that the
negative corrolation with solar activity, which
occurred at low frequencies, arises from small windshoars
which can produce datectablo when n^, the ambient
ionization, is small i.e. in low solar activity, but
cannot proouco detectable B when n^ is larger during
high solar activity* This has been confirmed in the
present study using f d a t a  by computing the froquency
distribution of E for IGY and IQSYi Bince the ambients
ionization is smallor in winter than in summer, the 
small windshoars 5 m/soc/km) can produce detect
able 1 in winter but the same value of windshoar will 
not bo able to produce dotactable in summer when n^ 
is larger* Thus the s p o r a d i c in the lower froquency 
range at those stations should bo more in winter than 
in summer* At the higher temperate latitude of 
Blough and Adak, such a distribution has been obtained 
for both high and low solar activity whereas, at the 
lower temporato latitudes, Akita and Taipei, this 
distribution is only observed in low solar activity* 
During high solar activity at Nikita and Taipei the 
ambient ionization in winter is apparently not small 
enough, as compared to its summer value, to produco 
detectable E  ̂ Hence there xs little difference in
the incidence of A between winter and summor in thes
low frequency range at these stations*



From tables 2.3 and 2*4 it will be noticed 
that higher windc.hears occur in summer than in winter 
for both stations * Thus the more frequent occurrence 
of high frequencj F in summer follows diroctly from 
this» This ofloot has been found for all the stations 
considered hero i.o« plough, Adak, Akita and Taipei*

Additionally, of course, the ambiont F-rogion 
electron density is greater in summer than in winter 
and this factor by itself will result in the most 
probable froquency being increased from winter to 
summer.

3.5 lat itudinal ¥nr1ation
The solar activity dependence of as a 

function of latitudo has also been examined by using 
the frequoncy distributions which have already been 
derived. From such a distribution the most probable 
value of fpBg can bo measured and those have boon 
plotted as a function of latitude in fig«3»14 for IGY 
and iqbf * The error bars relate to that frequoncy 
spread which has an occurroncG probability of BOA of 
the most probable frequency*

Tho Southern homisphoro values during IGY 
arc based on data given by Baksena (1964) and also 
relate to a twenty-four hour period* Fig*3“14 shows 
that the most probable value decreases, from the equator, 
where the values arc anomalously high, due to the 
electrojct during the day time, through a plateau—liko 
region in the low tomporate latitudes to a trough in
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the auroral 2,ono and then incroasGB â ain, towards tho 
polar cap in i G Y I n  IQS Y tho goneral features remain 
the samo except that the high latitude trough appears 
to bo displacGd by a few degrees towards the equator« 
While the auroral zone proper movos polewards,, it is 
not characturized by any unusual most probable value, 
ThuB, since all the betwoen there and the equator is
primarily of the windshoar type and it is known that 
both windshear and f E decrease from I GY to IQSY, this 
together with tho lack of cnango in the most probable 
value of f in the polar and auroral region makes 
such a movement of the trough quite feasible.

It is clear that there is a distinct increase 
in the most probable value over the range of latitudes 
from equator to at least 60^ Korth botwoon IQSY and 
I GY. This positive dependence on solar activity is 
far more distinct than that found by using occurronce 
values. The magnitude of the change, about 1.0 Kc/s, 
is in fact very similar to that observed in noon f B 
values. This positive corrolation has been suggested 
in a difforent way by other workers, Bas Gupta and 
Mitra (1962), Mitra and has Gupta (196)) using occurr- 
encG probabilities and Heddy and i-iatsushita (1968) 
using both occurrence probabilities and average 
frequency.

These approaches, including that in the 
present work, suffor from the dis adv ant ago that if 
tho data sample tends to become small the results will



he unreliable. With the most probable frequency, 
though, even a small data samplo allows this quantity 
to be determined with reasonable accuracy. Apart from 
the equatorial stations there is a small reduction in 
the most probable frequency from day to night at all 
othur 81at i ons.

The points in fig.3.14 thus refor to data 
over a twenty-four hour period. The equatorial values, 
however, have boon separated into day and night-time 
ones on account of the exceedingly large change.
This large change, of course, is responsible for the 
bimodal distributions for Huancayo and kodaikanal shown 
in fig. 5.12.

The latitudinal variation in the noon 
occurrence of for f^Eg 5 îic/s and 5 hc/s is 
shown in fig-5-15 for I GY and IQSY. The results for 
the equinoxes are given since summer and winter show 
no noticeable difference in behaviour. It is immed
iately obvious that in temporato latitudes a negative 
correlation with solar activity exists for f^E^^ 3 Hc/s 
whereas there is a positive correlation for f^E^ ̂  5 He/

This change from a positive to negative 
dependence is misleading for it is not a physically 
meaningful result. Some idea as to how this situation 
arises is given by the following examples.

Eig.5.l6 shows two frequoncy distributions 
on quiet days for IGY end TQBY as being reprosontativc
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of typical tomporatu latitudo stations. It is cloor 
that if tho occurrence probability for all froquoncios 
groator than a cortain frequency value is tho parameter 
being used., then for all frequencies greater than f^ 
there will be a greator occurrenco probability for 
IG-i than 'i'his is simply because the occurrence
probability is the area under the curve. For a 
frequency slightly less than f the dependence on 
solar activity will still be positive but loss than 
for frequencies slightly greater than f . Clearly 
also, as the frequency is further reduced, so also 
will the dependence be reduced until a frequency f^ 
will bo roached where there is no dependonce i.e. the 
areas under the two curves are equal. For frequencies 
less than f^ the area under the IthY curve will bo 
greator than that under the ICY curvo and thus a 
negative dependence will ezist.

%ho difforonce betwoon occurronco probabilities 
in IGY and IQBY has boon calculated for a number of 
different frequencies and normalized to the IGY 
occurrence i.e.

(KOo of occurrence in IGY - Eo. of occurrence
in I#Y) > f

é = ----- ------ ---- — -— — — »----- —  X
(No., of occurrence in IGY) ^ ^

Fig. 3.14(a) shows à for Blough on quiet 
days and the change from negative to positive depend^ 
oneo is readily apparent. Ihe actual frequency dis
tributions to which this graph refers are shown in



fig. 3 .6 . xicference to fig„3 .7(a) for the annual 
diurnal curvo shows a fairly consistent positive 
relationship for frequencies greater than 3 Mc/s. 
fliis is in agreement with fig. 3.17(a). Figs 3.7(c) 
and 3 “'17(a) both refer to twenty-four hour periods 
whereas fig.3“15(a) refers to the noon period and 
at f^E > 3 Mc/s a negative relationship is observed 
in fig.3«5 in summer and equinoxes. If fig.3«17 
had been plotted for the noon period it would have 
been displaced to the right on account of the most 
probable iroquoncy being higher and à at 3Mc/s would 
have boon slightly negative. This would then be in 
agreement with tho results of fig. 3.15(a)* In fig. 
3 .15(b) for f 5 Mc/s there is a positive relation
ship as indicated by fig.3 «"17(a) . 4 second oxai
in fig.3“17(h) shows A for quiet days, at Akita 
again for a twenty-four hour period. The minimum 
in the curve at 5 Mc/s is due to the rather irregular 
decroase in the high frequency range of the distrib
ution curve (figo3“lO). The cross-over frequency 
f/ is higher than at Slough since Akita is at a 
lower latitude. Comparison with figs 3.15(a) and 
3 .15(b) for fgBe/i 5 Mc/s and/ï g Mc/s shows that 
the relationship is negative and positive respectively* 
If allowance is made for a small horizontal shift of 
the curvo 2b to relate to the noon period, tho above 
observations are soon to agroe.

Thus the sign of the dependence of the 
occurrence probability on solar sotivity with frequency



can bu fairly simply explained in terms of a decrease 
in the most probable value i.e. a sideways shift of 
the froquency distribution curvo. Since f^E^ is 
closely related to f^E , which is in turn closely 
related to the solar activity dependoncQ of
in temperate latitudes can bo qualitatively accounted 
for.

One factor which is necessary for the
above explanation to hold is that the number of
occurrences of tho most probable froquency (f )
shall inorease as f decreases with solar activity.m
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GIüATM 4

T liE OGCUhvJECS OF B f O ih fO lG -E  OK v U lE l'

DIBTÜÊBED

4.1 I nt r o du c t i e n
/tp'pletôn et al (1957) lirst studied E ins

t'iie auroral zone and found a positive correlation 
between auroral sporàdic-E and magnetic activity, 
omith (1957) also found a positive correlation at 
an auroral station but a negative one in high temperate 
latitudes between the occurrence of and magnetic
activity in the Northern hemisphere, A similar
result for the southern hemisphere was observed by 
Baksena (1964) together with a negative correlation 
in the southern polar cap, Thom.;.s (1962) showed 
that there was a positive correlation between the 
occurrence of and magnetic activity at various 
northern hemisphere auroral stations and a negative 
correlation at the polar station with a different 
approach.

Positive coxrelationa in the low temperate 
latitude zone have been claimed by Bingh .(1963) for 
one station and Yien-Eien (1965) for a number of
stations. It is thus of some interest to study
the occurrence of sporadic-E during sunspot maximum
and sunspot minimum years in order to find the
difference between the two for quiet and disturbed
days,

â number of stations, from the pole to the 
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equator, especially those stations nOar the upper and 
lower bouhdàries of the northern aurox’al zone, have 
been studied. The result of this work gave rise to 
the idea of a possible movement of the auroral zone 
from sunspot maximum to sunspot minimum years and 
that the apparent correlation between the occurrence 
of E and magnetic activity at low temperate latitudes 
depends on different conditions' such as solar activity, 
the season and the type of E % For this work a 
number of stations additional to those in Chapter 2 
have been used.
4-, 2 The Diurnal and Seasonal variation of the

occurrence of sporadic-E on quiet and disturbed

The diurnal variations have been drawn in 
figs 4-.1 - 4,14 for the percentage occurrence of E 
(f̂ F: \ 3 Mc/s). At Resolute Bay (fig 4.1) theO  8  ^
percentage occurrence of in IGY is generally 
greater on quiet as compared to disturbed days for 
most hours of the day in all seasons, apart for a 
period between 0600 and 1800 hrs in summer where 
the situation reverses. During sunspot minimum 
years the percentage occurxence of is again 
found to be more on quiet than disturbed days in 
all seasons and for all hours of the day with only 
a minor exception during summer midday.

Fletcher's Ice Island (fig.4.2) during 
the IGY shows a strong negative dependence of the
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occurrence of E on magnetic activity for all hour# 
of the day in all seasonso

In the years of minimum sunspot activity 
at Heiss Island (fig.4,$ ) a clear positive correl
ation is observed in all the Seasons apart from a 
period in the late evening i.e. between 2ü-i2üQ,
18-ÜU- and hrs in summer, equinox and winter
respectively. During these periods there is a 
very clear negative dependence on magnetic activity. 
There is an almost identical situation during ÎGT 
with this late evening reversal in the magnetic 
dependence.

The principal difierences lie in the 
enhanced positive daytime dependence in IQBY end 
the slightly greater negative dependence at night 
in IGY. It will also be observed that while there 
is a trend towaxds a positive magnetic dependence 
in the IGY it is not nearly so pronounced as during 
the Î tSYo

At both hesolute Bay and Fletcher*s Ice 
Island the occurrence of E^ on quiet and disturbed 
days in IGY and IQ3Y exhibits features characteristic 
of polar stations and similar to those described by 
Thomas (1962) and Baksena (1964) using different 
methods•

At Heiss Island the situation changes from 
IGY to IQBY. The greater occurrence of on 
disturbed days for much of the time suggests that
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the station was well within the auroral zone in 
sunspot minimum years but the absence of any 
significant difference between quiet and disturbed 
days suggests that the station lay only on the 
edge of it in sun spot maximum years.

Point Barrow and Tromso (figs 4.4 and 4,5), 
both of which are within the auroral zone, show 
more frequent E. during disturbed conditions for 
the IGY and IQBX for all hours of the day. This 
applies to all seasons, the only consistent departure 
being for a short period centred around noon in 
summer when the relation becomes zero or negative.

At Providence Bay ^figu4.6) in IGY there 
is more on disturbed days than on quiet days for 
most hours of the day, apart from the period between 
OlijQ and 1500 hrs in summer, when the relative 
occurrence reverses. During sunspot minimum years, 
however, this pronounced difference between quiet 
and disturbed days has effectively vanished. The 
higher occurrence of in disturbed conditions thus 
suggests that this station was well within the 
auroral zone in the IGY but was on the edge of it in 
the IQoYo This is the reverse of the situation 
which was observed at Heiss Island on the northern 
side of the auroral zone. There is, therefore, 
a possibility that the sporadic-E auroral zone may 
have moved between sunspot maximum and sunspot 
minimum years towards the pole.
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The occurrence of E ah Uppsala (fig.4*7) 
is found to be generally greater on quiet as compared 
to disturbed days in all seasons of the IGY and 
IQioX throughout the day, but the difference between 
quiet and disturbed days is. not very significant 
in IQGY winter. This station is at only a slightly 
lower latitude than Providence Bay and it does not 
show the different magnetic behaviour between 
sunspot maximum and minimum years that is evident 
at the latter station. The variations at Uppsala 
are, in fact, more similar to those of a high 
temperate latitude station.

Slough (fig.4.8) which is also a high 
temperate latitude station,, again shows slightly 
more frequent on quiet as compared to disturbed 
days for most hours of the day and in all seasons. 
This applies to the IGY and IQSX but, in the latter 
period, the difference between quiet and disturbed 
days appears to be smaller. The negative relation
ship tends to remain in the night-time hours but 
the data sample is so small as to make any comparison 
of doubtful value.

The diurnal and seasonal variations during: 
the IGY and IQSI at Adak (fig.4.9) do not show any 
significant differences between the quiet and 
disturbed day incidence of This result is
somewhs.t unexpected since, as a high temperate 
latitude station, it would be expected to show a
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slight negative dependence on magnetic activity.
It can only be concluded that the random fluctuations 
from hour to hour are sufficient to conceal any such 
dopendence or relation. Ihe raw data itself 
contains no obvious anomalies, but it might be noted 
that the frequency distribution in IQSÏ shows an 
abnormally large number of occurrences at the low 
frequency end and this may, perhaps, have some 
influence on the diurnal curve.

In order to explain the apparently irregular 
behaviour in the diurnal variation of occurrence 
on magnetically quiet and disturbed days, an attempt 
has been made to interpret this behaviour in terms 
of short and long term movements of the auroral zone.

Iho manner in which this has been done will 
be described in Ghapter 5 but fig. 5^7 shows the 
diurnal variation for the northern and southern 
boundaries of the sporadic-E auroral zone for the 
summor and the winter seasons during IGl and IQBY.
Ihe positions of the stations considered in this 
analysis are also indicated on the diagram and the 
station latitude has been measured in terms of the 
number of geomagnetic degrees away from the mean 
visual auroral zone. It should be noted that most 
of the high latitude stations have been used to 
produce this diagram, which is thus a mean represent
ative curve, and will now be compared with the 
results for each individual station.
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The diagram is not an independent result 
but provides a check on the internal consistency 
of the data for each station. In this section the 
summer and winter seasons only are considered, since 
they represent the extreme positions, while the 
equinoxes arc only intermediate positions.

Eig* 5-7 shows clearly that both the northern 
and southern boundaries of the sporadic-E auroral 
zone are at a higher latitude at noon than at midnight 
and that they are in general at a higher latitude in 
IQ6Y than in IGY,

In figs when the disturbed day
curve is above or below the quiet day curve, the 
ratio (k) of the occurrence on disturbed to that on 
quiet days will be greater or less than unity 
rospcctively. Iho boundaries of the sporadic-E 
auroral zone are defined as those latitudes where 
this ratio is unity, Ihus points abovo the Upper 
boundary i.e. in the polar cap and below the lower 
boundary, i.o* in high temperate latitudos, will 
have a ratio loss than unity, while those between 
the two boundaries, i.e. in the auroral zone, will 
have a ratio which is groator than unity.

The position of Kesoluto Bay suggests that 
this station was ••near., the auroral zone during the 
IGY and" IhSY-.onlye The hnly ' timèwhen'" âh auroral 
e.h|0;Ct has been bbServed ..in the E occurrence 'is ' 
around IGY summer nbcQ (fig.h.1 ). In the IGY summer



night-time and throughout tho winter day in the IGY, 
this station is completely outside the auroral zone.
This agrees with the quiet day occurrences being 
greater than those on disturbed days. In IÇSY 
the same reasoning applies and the lack of any 
dependence of occurrences on magnetic activity 
around summer noon is to bo expected if tho position 
of hosoluto Bay is on the edge of the auroral zonu.

The Fletcheris Ice Island station was on a 
drifting floe during the IGY and so its position 
can on].y be defined as within the range 80-83 
(geographic latitude). Even with this limitation 
the station is s^en to be always above the upper 
boundary in IGY. Similarly the quiet day E^ 
occurrence is greater than that on disturbed days 
in both summer and winter so that this station was 
always in the polar zone in the IGY (fig.4.2),

The results at Eoiss Island show that there 
is a discrepancy between the diurnal Curve and fig-$.7 
In IGY winter the disturbed day occurrence is groator 
and less than the quiet day ono at noon and at night 
rospectivoly, with the night difference being greater 
than at noon. This situation is what would be 
oxpoctod from fig.5^7. In summor, a groatcr disturbed 
day occurrencQ would be expected at noon, changing 
to a smaller one at night. The diurnal curve of 
E^ (fig.4.3) shows that, while the latter feature 
is observed, the situation at noon is not in agreement
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in that at and. before noon the quiet day occurrence 
is predominant while only in the afternoon does it 
become less then the disturbed day one. While there 
is no apparent explanation for this discrepancy 
it might be noted that the IIOC-13LÙ point, which if 
increased to >'1 would remove the discrepancy, is 
based on a very small number of disturbed day 
occurrences and so is statistically unreliable.

In the IQ8Y the summor variation is simpler 
than in IGY in that k >1 throughout the day time 
period, although only marginally so during the 
morning, while at night k is only on average<1.
During winter k becomes very large in the day time, 
suggesting that the station is now located more 
towards the centre of the auroral zone and not on 
the edge as in summer, while at night k <1.

Point Barrow and Tromso, which are about 
1° apart in latitude, show similar diurnal changes, 
the essential features of each station being the 
same (figs 4.4- and 4.5). At Point Barrow in summer 
k is a minimum around noon, being about one in IGY 
and much less than one ÎQ3Î corrosponding to a position 
near the edge of or boundary of the auroral and high 
temperate latitude regions.

During the morning and afternoon k increases 
above one and then during the night returns towards 
one again. This corresponds in fig.5.7 to passage 
across tho auroral zone towards its northern boundary
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at about midnight. During..winter in both IGY and 
IQSY k is greater than ono throughout the whole of 
the day but tends; towards one at midnight, again 
00rrVsponding to a position on tho upper boundary 
of tho zone.

Iromsb, in summer, exhibits an almost 
identical variation to that at Point Barrow with k 
in Ii-s;BY being much loss than one. In both IGY 
and IQSY it increases above one in the morning and 
afternoon and then returns to one at midnight.
Winter also shows k to be one at midnight and midday 
with greater values in the morning and afternoon.

It will bo soon from fig.5.7 that it is 
only around midnight that Providence Bay is situated 
near the southern edge of the sporadic-B auroral 
zone. At all other times of the day it is below 
the zone. During summer, thoroforo, k should be 
less than one apart from a short period centred on 
midnight when it will be equal to or slightly greater 
than onOê This behaviour is basically observed 
with k greater than one for a period near midnight 
in IGY and for a period after midnight in IQSI. The 
minimum value of k which would bo expected near noon 
is observed in IGY but is not so apparent in IQSY.
In IQSY winter the diurnal variation is confused 
and cannot readily bo interprotod but in IGY winter 
night, when Providonee Bay is farthest insido the 
auroral zone, very largo values of k are obsorv^^v 

in.4.61.



According to fig.5.7 the only time when 
Uppsala should ho an auroral station is again a. short 
period around midnight. At all other times it 
should behavu as a high tompwrato latitude station 
with k < 1. On a diurnal basis (fig.4.7) this 
is goncrally cbsorvod with the minimum values of k 
at or near noon and values tending to ono towards 
midnight, There is also a tondoncy for k to be 
greater than one in IGY winter midnight but in IGBY * 
when Uppsala should bo somv distance south of the lower 
boundary, k actually becomes zero,

Slough should be pormanontly south of the 
auroral zono with k being O D n s i s t e n t l y D u r i n g  
thv IGY this is in fact observed, while during IQSY 
summer k is marginally <1 but during winter the number 
of Gccurrencos is relatively small and no significant 
differences can be observed (fig.4.8).

The gonoral agreement between tho diurnal 
variations at the individual stations and the 
composite diurnal variation of the sporadic-E 
auroral zone in fig,5^7 has boon summarizod in 
Table 4,1.



TABLE 4.1

Station bummur 
. IGY

Winter
IGY

Summer
IkSY

Winter 
IGSYNoon .Mid- :Noon . Mil- ""'̂ Noen i Mid- .Noon i Mid

\ j - ■Ni ght ; - pi ght. 1 t 4- night ' .1 , jnight
t  !

I Resolute '' 
Bay

+ 1-
1

X
f

X ■ 0 ' » 1■a X1 X
; T

^ |X i
; i i

X

1 Fletcher* s 
Island

0
1 '

X X + i
, : 1 i I

hois 8 
Island

- ■* ,

X + X
.

* X a :x
%

0 ' 1 1 
-i: X 10

I I
1 I’oint 
Barrow

+ X ;+
1 ; r + 'X '+ ' X1 ■

'X X ! ! : _ 1 
U p  p X

I Tromso 
(

X X + X 0- X - X - :X
' if '+. .X : X

! Providoned 
Bay

X ; JX
*

Î *i ■ }+!.
'

X
!Uppsala
j.;

X X X i:+ .;k x!— X X
. Blough
A , , î,i, I..V .1

— X X X - i X 'Ix{
— i

— X + ’j  ' '

In this table noon and midnight refer to 
threO'-hour periods centred around these times- Tho 
+ and - signs represent values of k > 1 and 4, 1, 
respectively and 0 indicates that k is equal to 1. 
Ringed signs arc those in which k is only slightly 
different from ono- An % in the adjoining column 
indicates agreoment between an individual station 
and the composite curve-.

It is clear from the table that overall 
this is good and implies that h s eIf-c on si st ent 
explanation has been obtainod. Thus, in the light 
of the above discussion, most of the apparently 
irregular changes in the diurnal variation of E 
occurrence on magnetically quiet and disturbed days



can bu explained. Thu model ruquirus that the 
sporadic-E aurural zono itsulf has a diurnal movomont 
\vith Cl minimum latitudo about midnight and a high 
latitude limit about noon and the ovorall agreement 
between observations and model is satisfacory in view 
of the non-uniform distribution of the stations with 
latitude and tho relatively small number of stations 
available to dotermine the boundarius of this auroral 
zono.

At tho low tomporato latitudo station»
Akita, a seasonal chango has been noticed in tho 
relationship between thu occurrence of and 
magnetic activity during the IGY (fig,4,10). A 
small nogatiVO dopondonco has boon found for most 
of the twenty-four hour period of the summor months 
and a slightly larger positivo dopondonco for the 
equinox months at all hours of tho day, No significant 
differonce has boon found in the occurronco of E^ 
on quiet and disturbed days in winter nor in any 
season in IQBY,

Puerto Rico does not show any relation 
between the occurrence of E and magnetic .activity 
in any season during tho IGY (fig.4.2).

At a lower latitude, Bogota shows more 
frequent E in the summer and equinox on disturbed 
days as compared to quiet days for most of the day 
during both sunspot maximum and minimum years (fig 4-11) 
However, in winter months, tho occurronco of
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exhibits a negative dopendence on magnetic activity 
daring IQSI and none at all during IGY,

At Taipei no significant variations are 
observed for either the IGY or the lySY apart from 
a small positive and negative dependence during the 
forenoon and afternoon respectively in the IV&T 
oquinox (fig*4»i2).

The above dependences can be provisionally 
accounted fur in terms of the varying predominances 
of the various types of E which have different 
relationships with magnetic activity. These will 
be considered in more detail in Ghaptur 6,

At both the equatorial stations Kodaikanal 
and Kuancayo (figs 4*1) and 4,14), the diurnal 
variation shows a very high incidence of 12̂  during 
daytime in all seasons for both quiut and disturbed 
days, Which tends to bo one hundred percent for 
much of the time* A slight but significant negative 
dependence is observed during the IGY and ICSI*
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4o3 Frequency distribution of F

fbe frequency distributions as a function 
of quiet and disturbed magnetic conditions have been 
plotted in figs 4 - 1 8 . .  The distributions 
discussed hare represent data taken over all hours 
of the day and all seasons of the years considered» 
The* distributions are thus averages over all hours 
and seasons and the comparison made should be 
compared with the overall behaviour of the stations 
in the previous section.

At hesolute Bay, Fletcher's Ice Island and 
Heiss Island the occurrence is found to be greater 
on quiet days as compared to disturbed days for 
most of the frequency range in the IGY. During 
IqWY the frequency distribution at Resolute Bay is 
similar to that in IGY but at Heiss Island the 
opposite effect is observed (figo4«15)»

At this station the E occurrence is more 
frequent on disturbed days rather than quiet days 
throughout the whole of the frequency range. This 
behaviour is characteristic of that found in the 
auroral zone and similar to that found for the 
auroral stations observed below* This approach 
provides additional evidence for regarding Eeiss 
Island as a station on the edge of the auroral zone 
or just inside the polar cap in sunspot maximum 
years but inside the auroral zone during sunspot 
minimum years* This change in magnotic activity
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behaviour thus again suggests that there is a 
movement of the auroral sporadic—E Eoue from sunspot 
maximum to sunspot minimum conditions.

At Tromso and Point Barrow the frequency 
distribution shows that E^ is more frequent in 
disturbed than in quiet conditions during both the 
IGY and for all the frequency range above
3»0 lic/s.. Below this frequency the situation is 
confused and an interpretation is difficult but 
this is of little consequence as the important 
range is at higher rather than at lower fruquoncies (fig 4.16.) 
This is the distribution to bo expected for auroral 
stations having a positive dopendence and a similar 
result is obtained for Providence Bay in the IGY in fig4.17 ,

During the IQoI, however, Providence Bay (fig.4.17) 
shows a greater E^ incidence on quiet days which, 
as has bean noted, is the behaviour expected of a 
high temperate latitude station* It is again 
concluded, therefore, that in contrast to the situation 
at Heiss Island, Providence Bay has, on average, an 
auroral zona location during the IGY but a high 
temperate latitude one during the IqSY, again landing 
support for an auroral zone movement.

A t Uppsala and Blough the distribution on 
quiet days is .greater than that on disturbed days 
throughout most of the frequency range during the 
IGY. In IQBY the same effect is observed but the 
difference between quiet and disturbed days is not
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SQ great (figs.4.1? and 4.18).
, (fig.4.18)

fho frequency distribution for Idak/ liowovor̂
which is at a lower latitude than Slough, shows no 
significant difference between the quiet and disturbed 
day occurrences, which is to bo oxpected as one moves 
towards mid latitudes. As at Adak, rJl the low 
temperate latitude and équatorial stations show no 
significant difference between the occurrence of % 
on quiot and disturbed days and so indicate the lack 
of any dependence of E on magnetic activity. Bine e 
the distributions provide no useful information, they 
are not shown hero.
4.4 Cumulative distribution of hi

Using the frequency distribution of section
4.3 the cumulative distribution of with a
logarithmic ordinate has been drawn during conditions
of maximum and minimum solar activity for a number
of stations from the equator to the north pole.
Linear relationships are obtainod at all stations
between the frequency (f and the percentage
occurrence of E exceeding it for all frequencies
which are greater than the most probable frequency
(f H) at that particular station. For high and P e
temperate latitude stations f lies in the range 
of 2 - 3 He/s but, for the two equatorial stations 
Kodaikanal and Buancayo, f By is approximately 11 
Mc/s and 9 Kc/s respectively and so the straight 
linos are only obtained at the extreme end of the
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It is thus to ho notch that Phillips’ Hulo
(.thillips'j 194-7) , which states that the Ê cumulative
distribution is linear, is only valid above ï E butP s
is then applicable to all stations » Provided that 
this condition is fulfilled this linear relationship 
is true for magnetically quiet and disturbed days 
for different conditions of solar activity, for 
different soasons^ and for different times of the da.y# 

The cumulative distributions for 15 stations 
in IGY and 1) stations in IQSY are basically similar 
with no obviously distinguishing features. Eor 
this reason only three stations are here given as 
examples (fig.4*19)l

a) Quiet and disturbed days in IQGY at huancayo.
b) Summer and winter quiet days in lySY at Akita
c) Quiet and disturbed days in IGY at Heiss 

Island*
While the changes in the graph between

q'uiet and disturbed conditions for summer and wilu^r
are relatively small, the most striking feature in
the graphs shown is the sharp change at about
7.5 Mc/s at Buancayo* this frequency, as will be
seen from fig*5.11 corresponds to the day time value
of f E * If night values alone are considered,P 8
When f E fall to about 5*0 Mc/s, thon this bend in P 8
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the distribution disappears and a single straight 
line is obtained (Salisena, 1955):,

The Phillips’ Hule has been applied by 
iSmibh (1957) to Washington and Blough for day time 
and night time. The criterion employed by Smith 
for assessing the incidence of Mas the probability 
of exceeding Mc/s, Since this is approximately
equal to ipEg at these stations, Bmith found a linear 
relationship. Similarly, Yien-Hien (1965) with 
the same limiting frequency has also found, the 
s.amo results.

Both of the above authors infer that their 
results are valid for frequoncies exceeding 3*0 Mc/s*
This figure is taken from that quoted originally by 
Phillips: (194-7) and ascribed to the blanketing effect 
of the normal E-region, However, consideration of 
the distributions at equatorial stations and at other 
latitudes shows that the frequency above which 
Phillips* Hule applies is governod not so much by 
the blanketing effect of the 1-rogion as by the 
most probable frequency of occurrence of Eg, This 
frequency, as is clearly seen from the equatorial 
results, can be markedly different from 3.0 Mc/s,
It may be concluded, theroforo, that Phillips' Hule 
is applicable above the most probable f^Eg at any 
place under any conditions.

The cumulative distributibn possesses an ̂ 
advintage over those analyses which consider the 
occurrence of E^ greater than a particular frequency,



(which is invariably required), in that the linear part
oi the distribution eliminatos tho random fluctuations
which inevitably occur in the raw data, Equally it
has a disa.dvantagu as used in the- pro sont work in
that it only provides the occurronco of E groator than
a given frcquuncy as a percentage of thu number of
occasions on-which is observed and not as à porc ont age
of all thu occasions when observations of 1 weres
possible. The latter quantity is, of course, the form 
required for communication prediction purposes and the 
results given here are only qualitatively suitable 
for such a purposu,

4-o 5 Latitudinal variation

Of the various paramenters associated
with the cunulativy distribution the most obvious
is that of the gradient of the linear part of the
distribution above f _ * This gradient has beenp °
measured for all the stations considéréà and plotted 
against geomagnetic latitude. This has boon done 
for quiet and disturbed days during sunspot maximum 
end minimum years and also for quiet days in summer 
and winter during sunspot minimum only.

These variations are shown in fig,4,20
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from which it will he soon that there is a clear 
and systematic change with latitude. The linear 
parts of the cumulative distrihution have, on a 
very approximate basis, a common origin on the 
probability axis. It then follows that the steeper 
the line the lower will be the probability of 
occurring above a given frequency. The plot of 
gradient against latitude may consequently be inter
preted as a very rough approximation to the latitude 
variation of the incidence of É above a given 
frequency» It may thus be regarded as comparable 
to fig,3«15 which relates to the noon equinox 
values only.

It should be stressed that this comparison 
is wholly qualitative and in no sense quantitative, 
In particular, fig.3» 15 shows the equatorial stations 
as having a very high occurrence while the gradient 
has a large negative value caused, as has been
indicated above, by the high values of f E at theseP s
stations. In this case the interpretation of the 
gradient given here will be misleading»

Despite these misleading equacorial values 
the curves in fig»4.2u show a broad maximum at about 
30  ̂ and a much steeper peak at 70° » while the 
latter Can be identified with the auroral and polar 
region » the mid latitude peak is not so readily 
understood»

There is an alternative interpretation
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which Gan be placed on the gradient in terms of the
distribution with frequency of the individual E.s,
values, This interpretation is restricted to the 
frequencies greater than f since, below this 
value, both the cumulative and the frequency distrib
utions are confused and irregular, For values above 
f^E , thoreforo, the greater their rate, of do crease 
with increasing frequency the greater will be the 
gradient of the cumulative distribution, Conversely, 
the slower the rate of deereaso i,e. more frequent 
high values of Ë , the smaller would be the gradient. 
The gradient can then bo regarded as a measure of 
the mean deviation of the individual values from 
f^Eg, being inversely dependent upon it.

On a sioplo qualitative consideration a 
lai'go deviation, which corresponds to a sms.11 gradient 
and to relatively frequent high values of E , might 
reasonably bo ezpected to be associated with high 
wind velocities. Although global information on 
high altitude winds is limited, it is known that 
there is a strong zonal component occurring at about 
10Ü km and centred at about pO^ 1 in summer and 
with a docreasing intensity at higher and lower 
latitudes. In winter this component decreases in 
altitude to about 70km and has a greatly reduced 
intensity at 100 km (Batten, 1961)■

fig. 4.20 shows the latitudinal distribution 
for summer and winter from which it would appear



that tho maximum is at about $0% in summer and 
slightly rcducod in winter. It is just possible 
that this maximum in tho gradient-latitude curve 
may bo produced by the high zonal wind componont 
which flows, at about It will bo noted that
in fig,4,20 the point corresponding to tho winter 
gradient at Bogota has been ignored in drawing the 
curveo This is because as shown in Chapter 2 
the seasonal variations at Taipei (Geomagnetic 
lat, and Bogota (Geomagnetic Bat. 16) are
in opposite sense and if Bogota had been included 
the curve would have exhibited a spurious maximum 
at about 16^1 Geomagnetic I,at. Examination of
fig,4,20 suggests that, with the- limited range of 
stations available, thoru is little change in either 
the position and magnitude of the high and mid
latitude maxima between quiot and disturbed conditions 
or between maximum end minimum solar activity.

The cumulative distribution may also bo 
used to detormine the percentage of exceeding a 
given frequency or, alternatively, that minimum 
frequency required for a given percentage incidence 
of E . Those are, fundamentally, different ways 
of expressing the same results, Figs 4,21 and 4,22 
show the percentage of excoeding 5 and 7 îc/s 
and the frequencies necessary to produce 10 and 30 
percentage incidence of the total occurrence of 
for quiet and disturbed conditions during IGI and 
IQSY,
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As far as nagnutio activity is concornod the 
frequency or percentage, as the case may be, is generally 
greater on disturbed days but this should not be taken 
as indicating a positive magnetic dopendenco since 
the figures relate to the percentage of observat
ions, rather than to the total number of observations 
on quiot and disturbed days separatelyheither 
should they bo confused with the D/Q ratio which refers 
to the total number of occurrences on disturbed days 
to those on qui^t days.

Ihere is, in theso diagrams, a sharply defined 
rapid increase in the occurrence and the frequency at 
about and also an indicatiun of a plateau or
maximum at about (which persists oven if the
Bogota point is ignored)* With the limited number of 
stations used in the prosunt study it is not possible 
to define this latter region and so no invostigation 
of the extent of, firstly, its reality and, secondly, 
its behaviour can be made

ihe latitudinal variation of the ratio of the 
number of occurrences of sporadic-l] on disturbed days 
to whoso on quiet days is shown in fig.4,23* At low 
temperate latitudes this ratio is found to bo slightly 
more than one for most of the stations between 13^1 and 
33°# geomagnetic latitude during sunspot maximum years, 
but is rather less than one during sunspot minimum years.

This nogativo relationship bet weon the occurr- 
onco of sporadic-Ë and magnetic activity during IQSY 
and the-' pcsitivo one during IGY ore found when all 
the various types of in all seasons arc taken
together* In Chapter 6, which considers each type of E
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individually, it is shown that those positive and nogativo
correlations depend on the type of and its relative 
occurrence at different times of the day and in different
seasons o

At higher latitudos, this ratio is found to 
ho much greater than one for all tho stations hotweon 
6u^ and 70° goomagnetic latitude. There is thus a 
strong positive corrolation hotwoon tho occurrence 
of sporadic-E and magnetic activity in this latitude 
rango. At stations within the polar cap and at 
high temperate latitudes che correlation again reverts 
to a negative one.

However, it was noted that at a few stations 
just north of 70°# and just below 60°# geoma.gnetic 
latitude, this ratio is less than one in sunspot 
maximum years and more than one in sunspot minimum 
yoars and vice-versa respectively. In othor words, 
according to these few stations at tho upper boundary 
of the classical auroral sono, sporadic-É is negatively 
correlated with magnetic activity in sunspot maximum 
and positively correlated in sunspot minimum years 
with a similar effect tsking place at the lower boundary#

This feature suggested a more detailed study 
in the auroral region of the occurrence of E on 
quiot and disturbed days.

An attempt has thus been made, in the next 
chcpter, to see whether these changes in behaviour 
at the edge of the auroral zone provide any insight 
into the formation of the auroral zone and any 
temporal changes which may occur there#
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CHAPTER 5 

SPORivDIC-E IN THE AURORAL ZONE

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter it has been seen that 

when the parameter k, the ratio of the number of 
occurrences greater than a given frequency on 
disturbed days to those on quiet days, is plotted 
against geomagnetic latitude, there is a distinct 
increase in the auroral zone. The values do not show 
a smooth variation with geomagnetic latitude nor do 
they exhibit the well-defined maximum in or near the 
auroral zone, which might be anticipated during either 
solar maximum or minimum conditions.

While the auroral zone behaviour of E^ has been 
examined in greater detail using k, this approach has 
also been found to possess certain disadvantages and 
consequently an alternative approach has also ueen 
employed. This and the following chapter, therefore, 
contain two methods of examining the auroral zone 
behaviour of E , each method possessing certain merits 
of its own.

The use of k means that data can be used from 
all the stations, thereby providing comprehensive 
spatial coverage and enabling a reasonable appreciation 
of the E auroral zone to be obtained simply and without 
the danger of the data sample becoming too small.
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The use of k presumes that there is no movement 
of the zone with magnetic activity. Consequently, 
this method gives no indication of any fine structure 
of the auroral zone, such as the presence of discrete 
and diffuse events., to which further reference will he 
made in section 6 .̂  further, as that section will show, 
any variation in k will arise primarily from the discrete 
events and, in the light of this latter feature, the 
interpretation of the results provided hy k is not 
straigbt f o rward.

The alternative approach is to examine E 
in terms of those types which occur specifically in 
the auroral zone, namely auroral, retardation and 
slant types. This imposes severe restrictions, 
however, on the information which can he obtained for a 
study of the auroral zone, only three European, six 
Russian and no American stations reporting E data 
classified by types during the XGX. There has 
subsequently been a small increase in this typo of 
d at a.

This method, however, does provide strong 
evidence of the fine structure of E in the auroral 
zone. It is also found that during winter ar, i^and s- 
t ype s pred ominat e stro ngly over f-, 1-, h- and ■ c-t ype s 
and thus any results obtained from this period are 
comparable with those obtained from the use of all 
types of E^. Buoh a comparison cannot be made during 
the summer and equinoxes.



5.2 Latitudinal variation of the parameter k 
With this approach a plot of k against 

geomagnetiG latitude for all the available data 
results in the scattered distribution shown in 
fig* 4*23, Replacement of geomagnetic latitude by 
magnetic dip produces only a marginal reduction in 
the degree of scatter.

In order to obtain a physically more meaningful 
variation of k, an alternative parameter for measuring 
the position of a station was required* This uses the 
mean visual auroral zone (Feldstein, I960) and the 
position of the station relative to this zone was found 
by measuring its departure from the nearest point of 
the zone in terms of geomagnetic latitude.

Since the centre of this zone is displaced 
from the geomagnetic pole, stations witb the same 
geomagnetic latitude will not, in general, be the 
same number of degrees from this mean auroral zone.

In figs 5,1 and 5,2, k has been plotted 
against this latitude difference (-̂ 4) for a number 
of high latitude stations and it is immediately 
clear that a much smoother variation is obtained than 
with either geomagnetic latitude or magnetic dip.
The values of k in figs 5.1 and 5.2 are twenty- 
four hour average values over the whole of 
IGY and IQSY and are given for fgEh ^  3 Mc/s 
and fgE ^  5 Mo/s, In all the cases a reasonably 
well-defined peak is observed which lies between 2° 
and 5° south of Feldstein’s auroral zone.
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îhe -polar diagram in fig, 5.3 sbowa the 
average value of k for all the high latitude et at ions 
in IG-Yo The solid line â is the approximate loous 
of the naximun value of k as a function of longitude 
and thus represents the region of maximum E auroral 
activity. The two dotted lines B and G correspond 
to values of k equal to one and thus represent the 
mean upper and lower Boundaries of the zone.
Curve B is the mean visual zone and is seen to he 
ahcut 5  ̂north of the E zone and concentric with it. 
In order to provide slightly more uniform coverage the 
value:-, of k for some stations have Been derived from 
data given hy Thomas (1902),

The position of the E auroral zone in ÎQSTs
is given in fig, 5-4. Although not so clearly defined 
as during ICY it would appear to have moved to 
a higher latitude, while there is a definite poleward 
movement of the upper boundary.

This movement may be demonstrated more
effectively oy plotting (^IQST - ^IGY) for each
station (fig. 5,5). At lower latitudes this quantity
is negative while» at higher latitudes, the difference
.0écornes positive Indicating m poleward movement of
the auroral zone, s

A more detailed examination of the position of 
the E auroral zone baa been made by dividing the day 
into three-hour periods (23—01, 02-04, 05-07, 08-10, 
11-12, 14-16, 17-19 and 20-22 IT) and calculating the
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average value of k during each of these periods for 
each station. The latitude variation in terms of 
and as a function of local time is given in fig, 5.6 

for'the,.sunmier period of IQSY 11 is d̂ e ar that 
there is a strong diurnal variation in i with the 
result that there is a pronounced peak which has a 
minimum latitude at about local midnight and which 
moves northwards to a maximum latitude at about local 
noon.

Similar plots have been obtained for the three 
other periods vis: Winter IQS Y 9 summer IG-Y and winter lO-Y. 
In all these three periods very similar variations in k 
are observed* the only difforencesbeing, detailed ones 
in the position and magnitude of the peak in k. It is 
thus clear that there is a relatively large diurnal 
movement in the position of the region with values of 
k>ly I.e. the auroral sone* with an average latitude 
movement of about 9^.

The actual latitudinal extent of this E 
auroral region has been determined by measuring 
the two latitudes (h4 )̂ at which k becomes equal to 
one for each period of time in fig* 5,6. While 
this choice is somewhat arbitrary it does represent 
the latitude ot which the relationship between X  
and magnetic activity changes from being a negative 
to a positive one and vice-versa. These upper and 
lower boundaries have been plotted separately as a 
function of local time in fig, 5.7(a) for summer and 
wint er in IGY and IQ61,
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While the diurnal variations in this figure 
are rather irregular, it is nevertheless apparent that 
thera is a definite poleward movement from IGY to 
IQSY of the lower boundary which also indicates; that, 
for a given solar activity, the winter position is 
lowe,: than that in summer. The general variation 
for the upper boundary is similar but the above 
seasonal and solar activity changes are not so well 
pronounced.

An alternative means of determining the 
boundaries of the F auroral belt is to plot the 
diurnal variation of k for each individual station, 
for which some typical examples are shown in fig. $.8. 
From these individual plots of k the time or times 
at which k becomes equal to one are found and then 
plotted as a function of This represents the time
at which the boundary of the auroral belt is passing 
overhead of the station in a north- or south-bound 
direction. From the resulting distribution of points 
smooth curves are drawn to define the upper and lower 
boundaries of the auroral belt. These are given 
in fig., 5 .7 (b) for the same conditions as in fig. 5.7(a).

With this approach smoother diurnal variations 
are obtained and there is clear evidence for a 
poleward movement from IGY to IQSY and for the winter 
boundaries to be lower than those in summer.

The incidence of at auroral stations in 
relation to varying degrees of magnetic activity can
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now be seen to follow directly from the diurnal 
motion of the auroral êlt and the examples in fig.
5. 8 illus t rat e t his.

At Pletcher'e Ice Island, fig. 5*8(a), it will 
oe observed that, apart from a short period at local 
noon, k is much loss than one throughout the whole 
of the day. Comparison with fig. 5.7 of the movement 
of the upper boundary of the auroral belt for IGY 
summer shows that, at local noon, this station is very 
nearly situated on the edge of the auroral belt, 
corresponding to k - 1. For the remainder of the day 
it is situated well inside the polar region accounting 
for the low observed values of k.

At Godhavn (fig. 5.8b) the auroral belt passes 
over the station for the middle of the day giving k>l 
while, for the remaining period, it is situated in the 
polar region with k<L.

In fig. 5.8(c), which is for Baker Lake in 
IQSY winter, k is equal to or greater than one through- 
out the day apart from a short period near local 
midnight when k falls slightly jelow one. This implies 
that the station is almost entirely within the auroral 
belt and comparison with the appropriate curve in fig, 
5.7 Shows that this is so.

For the above throe stations the diurnal 
variation is simple with a single maximum in k at 
midday. In fig. 5.8(d), which is for Haraarssuak 
in IQSY summer, however, there is a striking change in



the diurn.:.l variation of k in that two maxima are 
observed at 0600 and 1800 hrs local time. At 
midnight k falls to unity while at midday it falls 
to loss than ono. By reference to fig. 5.7 the two 
maxima can ho Interpreted in torms of the central and 
most intense p..rt of the auroral belt passing north
ward over ilarsarssuak in the morning and southward 
again in the evening. Also, the midnight value 
of k-1 corresponds to a position on the boundary 
between the auroral and polar regions while the 
values of k ^ l  at midday correspond to Harsarssuak 
being a high temperate latitude station, since the 
lower edge of the auroral belt has actually gone to 
a latitude higher than that of the station.

The two curves given for Bycksels for IQSY 
summer in fig. 5.8(e) and IQSY winter in fig. 5.8(f) 
are provided to illustrate the seasonal movement of 
the auroral belt. From fig. 5.7 it will be observed 
that the equatorward boundary of the belt is at a 
lower latitude in winter than in summer, Oonsequently, 
a station such as Lycksele will be in the auroral 
region for a longer period of night and also will 
be approached more closely by the centre of the belt. 
Both these features are observed in figs 5.8(e) 
and 5.8(f) in that k is greater than one for a longer 
period in winter and also reaches higher values.
It will be noted that k falls only slightly below one
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during winter as compared to its much lower values ■ 
in summer, The two peaks evident at Uarsarssuak 
have also approached each other and coalesced so that 
it can tao inferred that the centre of the auroral belt 
does not extend to a lower latitude than that of 
Lycksele.

The diurnal variation of k at Uppsala for 
IGY winter (fig. 5»Bg) may he regarded as the reverse 
of that at Fletcher ’ s Ice Island, In this case k <JL 
during the whole of the day, corresponding to a high 
temperate latitude position, apart from a single Value 
greater than one at midnight, This, as will ho seen 
from fig. 5.7 , is when the southern edge of the belt 
briefly extends down to the latitude of Uppsala,

The above examples have been selected to show 
how the model (fig. 5«7 ) agrees with the observed 
magnetic dependence of 1^, While the diurnal 
variations of k for all the other stations during 
summer and winter in both IGY and IQSY do not agree 
in prcGiss detail on all occasions with the model, 
they do provide, when considered collectively, the above 
internally consistent results.

The variation of k at Narsarssuak, as described 
above, shows that the station behaves as a high 
temperate latitude one at midday and very nearly as a 
polar one at midnight. The possibility exists, therefore, 
that a station at a slightly higher latitude might 
behave as a high temperate and a polar one within one day.



Ill fact, as fig. 5.7 shows, there is only one occasion 
when the lower latitude lirait of the upper boundary at 
midnight becomes equal to or less than the high 
latitude limit of the lower boundary at midday. This is 
in IQSY suiamor in fig. 5,7(a).

The region of overlap, however, is one in which 
no station exists and hence the possibility of a 
station behaving in a cyclic fashion of polar, 
auroral, high temper ate, auroral and polar could not be 
established. The group of stations Troraso, Reykjavik, 
larsarseuak and Point Barrow situated within a 1^ 
interval of (̂ and approaching this condition on 
occasions did not in practice reach it.

The two approaches used above to show the 
diurnal movement of the auroral bolt, i.e. the 
latitude variation of k at a fixed time or the time 
variation of k at a fixed station, should load to the 
same result sinea they employ the same basic data.
The corresponding curves in fig* 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) 
should thus be similar. Is will be seen, insofar as 
the seasonal and solar activity changes are concerned, 
the relative changes in both the diagrams are closely 
comparable for the lower boundary. For the upper 
boundary the comparison is not so good, principally 
because only a few stations were available to define it. 
While the division of the data into three-hour periods 
reduces the size of each sample and thereby increases 
the statistical error of each point, if the data is



averaged over a twenty-four hour period it is still 
possible to oiservo the seasonal riiovement of the belt.

Fig, 5.9 shows the latitude variation of k 
for June-July and Dec.-Jan, for solar maximum and 
minimum conditions. There is a clear seasonal 
movement f or f^E J Mo/s and'̂ 5 IIc/s of some 
2 * 3^ in a poleward direction from winter to summer. 
These two frequencies are given because for the 3 Mc/s 
level the IGY curve shows little evidence of a peak 
in k and in all e^ses the 3 LIc/s variation of k 
shows a lower peak value than for 5 Mc/s.

There is one major difference in the above 
two methods for finding the boundaries of the s
auroral celt. When using the individual latitude 
plots, as in fig. 5.6, the location of the most 
intense inner part of the belt, where the incidence 
of will bo a maximum, can be readily read off from 
the graphs. This has Dean done for summer and winter 
in IGY and IfSY and fig, 5.10 shows the diurnal 
movement of the most intense part of the bolt for 
these periods. As with fig, 5.7 it Will again be 
observed that this region is at a lower latitude in 
winter than in summer in IGY and IQSY.

This diurnal variation is not so readily 
determined when the method using the diurnal variation 
of k is adopted. In this case it is only possible 
to find the centre of the belt when it passes: directly 
over a station and such a passage can only be identified 
unambiguously when two separate maxima in k are

—  9 6 —
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ooservod, as in fig, 5,8(d) where the centre can he 
S0v‘n to have passed over in a northward direction 
at ObOO and in a southward direction at 1800 LIl.
An example of the tines of the overhead passage 
of this centre for IQSY smmer is given in fig# 5,11.

Although there is considerable uncertainty 
in each point due to the division of the data into 
three-hour intervals, they nevertheless form a 
reasonably consistent pattern. The absence of 
points around midnight and noon arises from the 
coalescence of the morning and afternoon maxima 
for, as they approach closely together, they cannot be 
resolved. It is then not possible to say whether 
the centre is passing overhead or whether one is 
simply observing the single maximum in k which will 
be obtained for all the stations above and below 
the midday and midnight latitude limits, respectively, 
of the diurnal variation of the centre#
5*3. Diurnal and seasonal movements of the auroral

bolt
The midday to midnight movement of the upper 

and lower boundaries, as shown in fig. 5.7, clearly 
varies from winter to summer and from IGY to IQSY, 
but has an approximate change of 8 9̂ #

This diurnal movement of the belt implies that 
the former simple classification of stations into 
polar, auroral and high temperate latitude types 
needs to be modified# While this reconsideration



has also been suggested by Akasafu (1967), it has
proved difficult to define the polar cap region due
to the paucity of visual auroral observations around
midday. With the auroral zone measurements,
however, this may readily be done and a diagram which
illustrates this is given in fig, 5*12. The two pairs 

/ /of curves B, F , and 0, 0 represent the upper and
lower boundaries of the belt during IGY summer
and for two opposing solar positions. The shaded
area lying inside curve D is the '̂true" polar cap
within which all stations will exhibit polar behaviour.
Between curves A and B stations will behave in a
manner which will vary between polar, auroral
and high temperate latitude forms, apart from the area
bounded by curves E and In the region E' all
stations will behave throughout the day as auroral and
thus it may be regarded as the true auroral zone.
Curve E corresponds to the upper or midday position

/of the lower boundary and to the lower or midnight 
limit of the upper boundary, as may be seen in fig, 5.7.

The region between curves D and contains 
stations where behaviour will vary between polar and 
auroral, while those between E and A will similarily 
be of the auroral and high temperate latitude types,
A represents the extreme lower limit of the lower 
boundary and so all stations beyond A will be of the 
high temperate latitude variety.

It thus follows that the polar cap is a
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rolatlvoly small area whilo true auroral stations 
only occur in the narrow range E l/. Those con
siderations relate to the situation in one season 
and for a fixed solar activity only. As has been shown, 
there will he small changes with the seas ons and for 
differnet levels of solar activity in the position and 
width of the auroral belt and in thu low latitude limit 
D of the polar cap region.

While the above applies only to the E andM
not to the visual auroral gone, there is a well 
established diurnal movement of the visual belt.
The relative positions of the two may thus be compared, 
hut only a fow values for the movement of the visual 
auroral oval are available due to the lack of visual
observations during the middle of the day. The most
comprehensive assessment of the IGY measurements 
by Feldstein (1963) gives an average movement over 
the whole of the IGY of 9̂ , which compares well with 
the figure of 8^ obtained from fig, 5.7, and 
averaged over summer and winter, Observations for a 
single winter night by Davis (1961) give a movement 
between 1800 and 0100 LT of 7^ while the movement based 
on a large number of observations gives 6̂  between 1700 
and 0100 local time (Davis,1962),

The curve given by feldstein, and referred to in 
section 5,1, for the visual auroral zone relates to the 
average position of the centre of the zone around
hours of darkness. Reference to fig. 5.10 shows
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that for the nighttine hours the average position 
of the centre of the E auroral zone is 1̂  ̂to 4° 
south of the visual holt, depending on season and 
solar activity.
5.4 The effect of solar activity on the novcnont

of the auroral belt
The solar cycle variation in the E auroral 

oval is quits pronounced and, although there are 
minor differences betwoen corresponding curves in 
figs 5.7(a) and 5.7(h), the overall movements are 
basically the same, Wo single unique igure can be 
given for the solar cycle movement, since it depends 
to some extent on the time of day, but for the lower
boundary a figure of approximately 2^ in a poleward 
direction from IGY to IQSY can he given when averaged 
over the day for both summer and winter.

The contro of the zone (fig. 5,10) also shows 
a movement of about 2° in sumior and a slightly greater
one in winter. The diurnal movement of the upper 
boundary is more variablo than that of the lower one 
and the solar actvity movomont is not so well pronaunoed, 
giving an average movement which is somewhat less
than 2̂ ,

A similar figure of 2  ̂is a l s o  observed from
fig, 5,1 whare the data Is averaged over a twenty-four
hour period and applies to both the 3 and 5 Kc/s 
distributions. This poleward movement of about 2*̂ 
for the E oval compares closely with a value of



1 - 1,5^ deduced by Starkov and Feldstein (1967) for 
the southern or midnight position of the centre of the 
visual auroral zone.

It will also be noted from figs 5.1 and 5,7 
that there is no significant change in the overall 
width of the ovals, a result which has also been found 
for the visual auroral zone by Starkov and Feldstein (ibi#. 
The similar movements of the contre of the visual and 
E_ auroral zones referred to above contrast with 
the visual zone results quoted by Davis (1962) which, 
although shewing a 1^ to 2^ poleward movoment of the 
southern boundary, show no evidence for any movement 
of the centre of the oval. This is a somewhat 
unexpected result since there is a well established short 
term equator-ward movement of the centre of the zone 
by a few degrees during a magnetic storm, ilovements of 
the plasmapause from an I- shell of 2 or 3 during 
disturbed periods to I == 5 or 6 during quiet periods 
have also boon observed {Carpenter, 1968). This is 
particularly relevant since the projection of the shell 
with 1 = 4 onto the surface of the earth falls very 
closely on the 15# visual auroral isochasm. Thus, since 
the change in solar activity from IGY to IQ8Y corresponds 
to a reduction in the average level of the magnetic 
activity, an accompanying movomont of the plasmapause 
and honcQ of the auroral oval would ho anticipated»

It might he noted that from the scale of the 
diagram given by Davis a displacoment of the centre
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by 1 to lu'"' would be barely detectablo while the IQSY 
curve is terminâted only 3^ on the poleward side 
of th., centre. On the evidence, thorefore, it would 
appear that there is a poleward movement of both 
and visual auroral belts from solar maximum to solar 
minimum conditions.
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CHAPTER 6

VARIATION OE a- r- & ŝ tyyo. 8P0RàDIC-E IH
THE auroral zom

6,1 Introduction
An alternative approach to the prohloii of the 

incidence of B at high latitudes is to consider the 
behaviour of those typos only of 1̂, which occur 
specifically Bt ouroral latitudes. These are auroral (a), 
retardation (r) and slant (s) which arc quite distinctive 
and not readily confused with the h—  ̂1-, f- and <otypBs.

The number of high latitude stations which classify 
their E^ data is, however, small and during the IGY 
the only stations which reported typos wore Ziruna, 
Hodankyla and luloa and six Russian stations. The 
let tor wore distrihut ed over a wide range of longtitude 
and raise problems of interpretation when considered 
with throe closely spaced European stations. The 
additional European stations Troaso, iyckselo and 

sala commenced E typo classification in 1959.s
Since a-, r- and s-typoa occur prodominently during 
winter, data from all the ahovo available stations 
has been used to study E behaviour during the winter 
of 1957/58, I959/6O and 1904/65. Additional data is 
available from 1966 for Gollege, Narsarssuak and 
Godhavn and this has also hecn used for winter 1966/57.



2 Diurnal variation of a-, r- and s--typGB E_
Ibc six Buropoan stations have hoon used to 

e.xaminO: tho diurnal variation within a narrow zone 
of longitude. Hoiss Island has also heon included, 
although it is some 30® of longitude awaj, since 
without it there would be e complete lack of data 
on tho polar side of tho auroral gone. Bigs 6.1 
and S.2 show three-hour running averages for the 
porcentagG occurrence of a-, r-̂ and s-types during 
tho winter period for 1959/60 and 1964/65.

In 1959/60 the variations at Bppsala and 
lycksole are similar when the maxima on disturbed 
days are at 2100 IT and a much smaller maximum 
Incidence on puict days is displacod later in the 
night.. At Uppsala, it may ho noted, the quiet day 
incidence is so low that it may he inferred that 
this station: lies either Insido or outside the 
auroral zone according to the intensity of magnetic 
activity.

As with the above pair of stations the disturbed 
days maxima at lulea and Sodankyla preeeed those for 
quiet conditions.

At Hi run a and Tr.mso broad plato..;ux for both 
quiet and disturbed conditions are observed with 
approximutoly 90^ occurrence. In the throe degrees of 
latitude netween Tromso and leiss Island there is 
a very pronounced change and no a—, r- or s—type
B is Observed at Heiss Island under any geomagnetics
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conditions. The polar boundary of tho oval must 
therefore lie in the* narrow region i et we en Heiss 
Island and Tromso,

In 1904/65 (fig* 6,2) there is no P ats
Uppsala under any magnetic conditions and at Lycksele 
Lulea and Sodankyla the incidence is greatly reduced. 
At Tromso and Kiruna the mstxinuja levels of occurrence 
are little changed; but the broad maxima are now 
considerably reduced in duration. The converse 

ios at Heiss Island where a relatively high
level of P is ooserved. All those changes, and 
especially the appearance and disappearance of 
at Heiss Island and Uppsala respectively, provide 
clear evidence for a poleward movement of the auroral 
Eg oval, as determined by â ,̂, r- and s-types, between
1959/60 n̂a; 1964/65.,

This mo'̂ iiient of the oval may also be shown 
by means of the technique used to construct fig, 5,10 
by considering the time of maximum occurrence as 
a function of geomagnetic latitude. Those times are 
shown in fig. 6,3 for quiet and disturbed conditions 
during 1959/6Ô and 1964/65, The equâtorwcrd movement 
from quiet to disturbed conditions is evident together 
with the poleward movement from 1959/60 to 1964/65,

By removing the restriction on the longitude 
rango if possible to include deita from the 
Hus Sian stations sy using the parameter zx (ÿas defined 
in section 5.2 and fig. 6.4 shows the time of maximum
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ocour'-'GiacQ as a function of fusing all the available
data, The use of this additional data confirms the
observations made from fij, 6*4 with regard to the
changes associated %mth solar and magnetic activities.
6,3 Latitudinal variation of f— ---:--- — —'— ■  —  — -—-0—s

So far in this work the effect of magnetic 
activity has been investigated by selecting the two 
groups of days corresponding to quiet and disturbed 
conditions, This has the disadvantage that only 
two levels of activity are studied and that the 
average magnetic activity on the selected quiet days 
in 1964/65 will b; less than that on the corresponding 
group of days in 1957/58 and 1959/60 due to the increase 
in the overall level of disturhance*

Ï0 overcome this ambiguity in the results the 
variation of a^, r- and s-type has been examined 
as a function of the planetary magnetic activity Index

ttp)-
fhc data from the six aoove Bur ope an stations

tugether with that for Heiss Island has been used
to calculate the mean values of (f^E^)
during the period 00-03 and 06-09 IiT for values of
ranging from 0 to 5. 3̂ hc resulting variation
of n  with latitude for each value of K is shown 0 8 r
in figs 6*5(a) an# 6*5(b) for winter 1959/60 and 
winter 1964/65. Considering first the variation 
in fig. 6.5(a) for 00-03LT at # 0, f^B^ shows
little variation with latituie having values of 
approximately 3^2 îüo/s*
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Ab E increases se a region of increased f 1P u s
appears at high latitudes until K ^  5 when a well-P ^
definjd maximum exists centred at about 65^. The 
shape of these variations suggests that for 
a maximuu f^^ may well exist,, but at a latitude 
beyond that for which data is available. The most 
important diffarenoe between the curves for 00-03LT 
and 0S-09LT in fig. 6.5(a) is that for the latter
period a maximum in f%E_ Is observed for all valueso s
of E and maintains a constant latitude, i.e. unlike P
the 00-03LT results, the position of the îbE maximumo s
during Q6-09LT is independent of magnetic activity.

Although data ffom Heiss Island has jeon examined 
in this figure, only three occurrences of those types of 
1 were obs-rvod throughout the whole period. These 
points have not been plotted since* from the statistical 
standpoint, they have little or no significance*

The curves in fig. 6.5(b), which arc for winter 
1964/65, repeat tho behaviour shown in fig. 6.5(a)
for 00-03IT with a maximum in f which moves 
progressively epuatorward as E increases.

There is no obvious peak for 06-09LT corresponding 
to that in 1959/60 and, as was evident from fig., 6.2, 
thé incidenoG of Ê at Luloa, _ Lycksele and Uppsala is so 
greatly reduced that no data Is available for some
values of 1 .

Equally there arc a large number of occurrences



at Hûisa Island. Thoro is evidence, nevertheless, of 
a maximum developing at a latitude > 70^ and dependent
on

To accentuate an aspect which has already been 
observed in more general terms, the points in fig. 6,5 
hove been replotted in fig. 6.5 to comparo the values
of f h for tho some value of E and local timee  8  p

out for different phasoc of the solar cycle. The
poleward movement from maximum to minimum solar
activity is clearly evident for 00-03LT. Tho period
06-091T also suggests a similar movement jut this may
be coincidental in that the fixed latitude maximum
in 1954/65 is not so apparent,

Bars giving tho root mean square (r.m.s.)
deviation for each point are shown in figs 6*5
and 6.6. They have been specifically included
hero in order that the maxima .■nd the relative movements
of each pair of curves might bo identified as being
statistically significant. The r.m. s. deviations
are such that in all cases the observations above are
clearly significant, (see also Appendix II),
6.4 Diurnal and latitudinal variation of h^E_

/Examination of n E data also reveals certain8
similar features when considering a-, r- and s-type 
E . The diurnal curves are given in figs 6,7, 6,8 and 6.9 
for winter 1959/^^» 1964/65 and 1966/67, The salient 
feature of those curves is a distinct pre-midnight 
maximuni height on quiet days. Some curves, i.e. Tromso, 
1959/60, 1966/67; Lycksele, 1959/60 and Kiruna 1964/65,

- 10o
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1966/57? sbûw a sécind maximum in thu morning while, 
in other curves? the pattern although suggested is 
not readily apparent* It will also be observed that 
the main peak tends to ooour later in‘time as latitude 
decreases.

Both these features might be interpreted in
terms of the overhead poleward and equatorward
movement of tho auroral oval, analogeoua to that
described for k in section 5.3.

These diurnal curves, although lacking in
consistency and possessing a considéraole degree of
scatter, when used to construct a latitude variation 

/of h E for 16““06LT result nevorthelcss in a fairly
consistent picture. These are shown in figs 6.10
and 6.11. Only isolated E is found between 07
and 151T for all stations.

Due to the different number of stations for
each of the three periods considered, together with
the total aosence of under some conditions, the
most comprehensive set of curves occurs for 1966/67,

/Despite the fact that If E is frequently
regarded as Doing most undopendablo, the quiet and
disturbed days curves for each two-hour interval
show a high degree of consistency, for all hours
on disturbed days and W-021T on quiet days a minimum
in h'̂ E is observed at about 65^. This minimum does s
not move between quiet and disturbed conditions.
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ihers ig also# on qniot days, o very broad 
/minimum in b E moving oquatorwardo and polewards 

before and after midnight respectively* On 
disturbod days there is a sharper minimum evident from 
00 to 0611 with slight evidenoe for an equatorward 
moVoment before 0011

In 1959/60 there is again on disturbed days 
a minimum in h^3 at about 62^ which la independent 
of time# together with a smaller minimum which has 
latitude of 65^, The quiet days data is less and# 
there being no at Uppsala under these conditions, 
the re suit in..̂; incomplete curves only provide an 
indication of a fixed minimum at about 62 Throughout 
1964-/65 date for only four stations is available and 
no conclusion can be drawn from the latitudinal curve.
6.5 Diffuse and discrete Bone model of the auroral

region and its relationship with a-, r- and s-typ 
sporadic-'-E
The ochaviour described here whereby both f Eg

and h^E exhibit characteristics which can be either s
independent of or a function of is apparently 
anamalous and is not panllold by any of the results 
in the earlier part of this chapter. It is possible# 
however to intorprot those; results in terms of a model 
involving a multiple zone structure of the auroral 
region.

The general concept of this model Was suggested



independently Piddlngton (1965), on the basis
of visual auroral data# and by Ilartz and Bricc {1967}#
using artificial satellite measurements of energetic 
particle fluxes and oncri'ios and ground based 
observations of the upper atmosphere,

The Hartz end bricc schematic model is reproduced 
here in fig, 6,12 and is sc u to consist of two main zones. 
The outer sonc maintains a constant latitude throughout 
the day, i.e, there is no observa ̂ lo diurnal movement.
It exhibits also# as postulatod by Hartz and Oricc# 
no novement when there Is a change in magnetic activity.
On account of its relative insensitivity to all goo^ 
physical changes x.nd its continuous existence# this 
region is now referred to as the Diffuse Eono,

Tho inner zone has a pronounced diurnal movement 
from about 66 ̂ at midnight to about 77^ at midday^
Its position is also strongly dependent on magnetic 
activity. Because this zone tends to be associated 
with individual events, so that the diagram really 
represents a gross avorage of all observations, it is 
referred to as the Discrete Zone,

The principal geophysical phenomena associated 
with tho diffuse zone are

(a) stable, mantle aurorae 
(b} riomet or ab sorpt ion
(c) continuous geomagnetic micropulsations
(d) hard rjunsi-constant balloon x-ray events
(e) relatively intense continuous fluxes of 

electrons with energies of about 4CKet or more..
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The continuous ovents and the height at #hloh 
they occur arc consistent V'̂ ith relatively hard electron 
fluxes, ly contrast,: the events which lead to the 
concept of the discrete none tend to he of a relatively 
localised nature loth tojaporarly and spatially and 
include

(a) sudden changes In the riometcr absorption 
(h) halloon absorption Of sudden, short-durat1on 

soft X-rays
(c) soft electron fluxes with Individual 

energies of about IKef and of limited 
duration,

All these phenomena are associated with heights 
greater than those pertaining to the diffuse sonc.
Unlike the diffuse sone and events associated with it, 
which are always present,the discrete zone and its events 
raise difficulty In the analysis because ideally a 
single event should bo studied in terms of its 
behaviour in all the different phenomena.:

This, with the present availability of the data 
and observing stations, has only been attempted for 
a few single events, This has met with only limited 
success due to the limited spatial extent of the event 
and the wide dispersion of the sources of the data.
Thus in this and all other current work the discrete 
zone is treated in terms of an overall average of all 
relevant data.
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The over all c one opt is thus one of a fixed,, 
steady outer zone arising fron a hard electron flux 
and a variable, moving Inner gone produced by soft 
electron fluxes and whose position is strongly 
dependent on magnetic activity.

In their original paper hart Z: and hr ice adduced 
as evidence for the diffuse zone behaviour of Intense 
sporadlc-B echoes. However* for both the lust arc es 
quoted, no Information was available on types and 
thus the result used to support their conclusions 
contained all known types of 1 , In particular, data 
was averaged for a whole year and tho known E types 
associated with high latitude are infrequent in summer. 
This, as seen in the present work, may lead to a 
confused interpretation and in th.̂  diffuse case noted 
above does do so, As will ba shown, however, high 
latitude types of do provide strong évidence in 
support of this zone model.

Bocket and satellite experiments have now 
provided much information on the distribution, energy 
and flUîces of energetic particles, but their means 
of acquiring their energy has not been completely 
determined.

The overall concept of the particles responsible 
for the diffuse zone is one of hard electrons, i.e. 
with energies greater than approximately ZOKeV and 
having a steady and relatively flab spectrum.
The electrons are located just inside the magnetosphere



and are in tho 'utor radiation bolt. Those electrons 
which arc guasi-stably trapped, and therofore unable to 
conpletc a drift; cycle right around the earth, are 
ac0 0lerated by tho convective electric field in tho 
magnetosphere, as they drift around the earth on the 
night side. They are then precipitated on the morning 
cide with maximum energy around dawn,

After dawn the electric field will tend to 
decrease rather than increase the flux and some other 
electron accelerating processes must bo operative,
Such a probable source of energy may arise from the flow 
upwards Dlong the magnetic field lines from the 
ionosphere into the magnetosphere where a wave - 
particle Interaction will t:3co place due to pitch - 
angle scattering of the particles. The resulting 
pl,.̂ sma wave may thon in turn aoclcrate other particles.

Of the flux and spectrum measurements: that hove been 
taken there arc two features of considerable relevanoo, 
firstly, an effective moDSurement of the flux of electrons 
with E > AOICgV shows that the latitude of maximum flux 
has little, if any; movement between low and high E 
valuos, as shown in fig* 6,13, Secondly, day-time 
measurements of soft and hard prcoipitated electron 
fluxes by 0^Brian (1967) show the existence of two 
s epar at a ar eas *

The hard electron zone is located at latitudes 
9QmG higher than the soft electron one* By contrast, 
at night, a single mone of electron precipitation
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is found when the soft electron zone has noved to a 
lower latitude and appears to hove merged with 
the hard electrons.

In the discrete zone the electron spectrum is 
found to he softer,, principally in the range 1-lOEeV, 
hut there is a high flux and a high total energy.
Ihe region of precipitation is situated on the poleward 
side of the boundary of the magnetosphere proper.
In fig. 6.15 particles from the magnotosheath can have 
direct access into thu polar cusps via the neutral 
points but will not have sufficient- energy or large 
enough pitch-angle to be precipitated.

These polar cusps only exist on the- day-side 
and as the earth rotates the field lines stream 
backwards until those from tho north and, south polar 
regions lie in approximately parralio1 but opposite 
directions to each other along the plasma she^t 
and are effectively open linos. Within the plasma, sheet 
will he a relatively thin neutral sheet between the 
two opposing magnetic fields. This will be the region 
of potential instability and ions in the plasma sheet 
may, under certain circumstances, acquire energy from 
the magnetic field. This loss of energy, from the 
field is compensated for by a reconnect ion’' of two 
opposing magnetic field linos.

The particles will now be on a closed field line 
and will ultimately be precipitated on the night- 
side of the earth.
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l.lGasnraiaont of the spectrum of tho procipltated 
electrons shows the spectrum is harder hy day than 
by night (Sharp and Johnson, 1968a)and that at about 
liCo¥ the spectrum soft on a with Increasing latitude 
(Fritzs and Gurnett, 1965b. O'Brien, I966; Johnson 
et al, 1966, 1907). For electrons with energy less 
them 40KeV the precipitated spectrum hardens with 
increasing magnetic aetivity (Sharp and Johnson,
1968 a, b, c). It is in this region also that the 
spectrum of auroral electrons is found to he virtually 
monoenergetic.

The only physically conceivahle mechanism which 
could produce such a spectrum is that of acceleration 
by an electrostatic field. Such a field can only 
exist along the open magnetic field lines. These 
electrons could not, therefore# be precipitated from the 
'Uter radiation heIt which encompasses closed field 
lines.

Examination of the gross features of the diffuse 
and discrete zenes in fig, 6.12 shows that around 
midnight both Bones should have coalesced and that the 
discrete Eone should have its maximum intensity 
at those hours. Between 06 and 09LT the two Eones 
hove separated and the diffuse Eone has attained its 
maximum intensity. It is for this reason that 
the periods 00-03 and O6-O9IT were chosen for analysis 
in section 6.3 with the results given in fig. 6,5,
While there would be greater separation between 12-1511



the distribution of stations does not allow representative 
variations tc lo obtained over snob a wido range of 
latitude.

According to the diffuse - discreto zone
model any effect associated with the diffuse zone
should ho indeumndont of E. and it will he oh servedP
in fig. 6.5 that the position of tho peal in f ̂Ë̂
at 06-0911 docs not vary with K but maintains aP
constant latitude at 64" to 65^.

During the period 00-03LT, however, a 
maximum in is found to move equatorwards to the
extent that; whereas for a 0 the variativn is
flat, for IC ^  5 a well-defined maximum is observed 
at about 65^, This equatorward movement with K 
is thus in agreement with the other parameters on
which the concept of a discrete zone is based?
e.g. the normalized auroral incidence as a function of 
(stringer and Delon, 1967)*

These features arc emphasized in fig" 6*15 
and 6.17 where the positions and values of the marimuia 
in f^o plotted as: a function of K for 00-03 and 
06-0911. The constant maximum value of of
3.3 Hc/s at 06-0911, irrespective of K: , indicates that 
the flux of bard clootrcna responsible for-the diffuse 
zone is Gasentially constant whereas there is a 
pronounced increase in the soft electron flux in the 
discrctG zone. The position of the maximum in faSg 
‘behaves in an analog ecus manner.
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Pig 5.16: Variation of latitude of maximum f^Eg 
with kp for (a) winter 1959/50 and 
(h) winter 1954/55 
X— - 00-03LT and o-,- 05-091T

Pig.5.17: Variation of maximum with fop
(a) winter 1959/50 and (h) winter 1954/55 
X— - 00-03LT and o— . 06-09LT



This movement of the discrete, zone is such 
that it only coincides with the diffuse zone 
for values of K V  4 (assuming that on tho basis of all£J ^
the other evidence the position of the diffuse zone
does not change with tiiie). For K = 0 its positionP
must have moved about 3̂  in a poleward direction.
Thus, insofar as the idealized reprosontation in
fig, 6.12 is concerned; it is: concluded that the
disGret0 and diffuse zones only coalesce around OOLT
for 3̂  4*

In fig£.5:(Vat 00-03LT the maximum in f
of increasing magnitude and decreasing latitude is
again found as E. Increases, Compared with the discreteP
peak in 1959/60 its position is approximately 1^-2^
poleward of the latter as seen in fig. 6i6(a) 
(cf. a : 
aurora).
(cf , a movement of 1.5^ in section 5,4 for the visual

For 06-09LT there is very little evidence
of a maximum in f^B^ at a fixed latitude, inferring 
that the diffuse electron flux in 1964/65 was 
significantly less than in 1959/60, There is evidence, 
however, of a maximum at higher latitudes who.a 
position and magnitude varies with and which might 
thus bo identified with the mid-morning position 
of the discrete zone.

Bo data for Ô6-091T are plotted in figs 6.16(b) 
and 6.17(b) on account of the a b s e n c e  of a discernible 
peak; but for 00-03LT variations similar to those in 
1959/60 are observed.



The data for 1959/60, although derived
from a snail numbor of stations, is ncvortholess
internally consistent and, as h.:vs coon shown, can
readily be interpreted in terms of a two-zone model.

/The hr .6̂ data for the sane period, however,
does not present such a simple pioture as seen in
fig, 6.10. Here it is not clear whether, on account
of the small number of st ations within a limited
range of latitude, the Various maxima and minima
arc in fact physically significant. It is easier,
therefore, to consider the result for 1966/67 (fig, 6.11)

/The most prominent feoturo is the minimum in hf E 
with a constant latitude at about 65^ under both 
quiet and disturbed conditions, which suggests its 
correspondence with the diffuse zone. The evidence 
for a discrete zone is not nearly so apparent, there 
being only an indication of a high latitude minimum 
at about 74^-76^ at 160ÜLT and which moves south until 
at 221/Ï there is no minimum above 68^. 1 minimum
then reappears at OOIT and probably then moves polewards.

This description applies only to quiet conditions
and in eh«„. light of the foregoing discussion a minimum
in k/E should be evident under disturbed conditions
but displaced to a low latitude by 3'̂  to 5̂ . Apart
from a sharp change in b/E between 67,2^ to 67.7^
during the period DO to 061T there is no clear
Indication of such a variation.

/
The minimum values in n E associated with the



diffuse zone are all lower than those associated with 
the discrete zone. This would he expected if the
two zones are producod hy hard and soft electrons
respectively. Apart from three instances, all the
minima associated with the; diffuse and discrete zones
are higher on cjuiot than on disturbed days, again
implying spectral hardening. This is in agreement
with the observation of Sharp and Johnson (196%a, b, c)
that the spectrum of precipitated electrons;
i.e. E 4-OÉeV; hardens when K increases.

For 1959/60 and 1964/65 the heights on
disturbed days are lower than those on quiet days,
but the broad minimum in 1959/60 at about 62"-63^
is considerably displaced from that in 1966/67,

The interpretation of the minimum at 65^ at
2200LT on quiet and disturbed days corresponding to the
discrete zone must remain of a speculative nature
with the number of stations av ai lab le,

There is again in 1964/65 a minimum at about
66^ for some hours but it does not display the
constancy evident in 1966/67 and in terms of a discrete ■
diffuse zone model the data from four stations
for 19:64/65 does not admit of any dependable conclusion.
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CHAPTER 7

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN a-, r- and s- type 
SPORADIC-E AND THE IONIZATION PRODUCED BY 
ELECTRON PRECIPITATION

a--
7,X Derivation of electron density profile

The formation of ouroral type E^ takes place 
as a result of the precipitation of charged particles 
and the consequent ionization of the neutral atoms 
and molecules. There have been many measurements of 
charged particle fluxes and densities in the ionosphere 
and magnetosphere by means of rockets and artificial 
s icllitcB. It should, therefore ; be possibJ ■ with this 
knowledge to determine the morphology of the behaviour 
of the auroral ionization; once the various 
ionization parameters have beon determined. In this 
section measurements of electron energy spectra will be 
used to calculate tho ionization production rate as a 
function of altitude end then comparison Will be made 
with the calculated and observed equivalent height of 
reflection.

In practice; however# despite the large number 
of space observations, relatively few of them are
suitable for the calculation of ionization rates.
Since most of the auroral effects result from electron
rather than proton bonbardmont, only electron
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nioasuroments will bo diocussod bore. Tlio most froquent 
observations result in the flux of electrons as a 
function of tboir energy, i.e. on energy spectrum to 
which either power or exponential laws may bo fitted.

The energy spectrum can bo of two typos, 
measuring either the total number of electrons whoso 
energy is groator than a certain fixed energy, 
i.e. Eg, E^, Eg which is an integral spectrum,
or the number of electrons within a number of very 
narrow energy ranges. This latter is the differential 
spectrum and is the form used for the construction of 
ionization profiles. Other experiments measure 
the total energy flux of al.1 particles at various 
fixed energies. In all these throe types of observation 
it is necessary that the energy range measured shall 
be appropriate to the ionization process responsible 
for Eg, i.e. between about 0. 5Ee¥ and 40ICeV under 
normal condit ions.

Â further parameter which is ‘also important 
is the pitch angle or range of pitch angles over 
which the flux is measured, because this angle 
determines, at a given altitude, whether the electrons 
will either remain trapped or be: precipitated,
(See Appendix III),

There is a constraint imposed upon the height 
of measurement also. Satellites with a useful 
life-time cannot orbit below 300km while deductions 
from me assurément 8 made above 1000km involve a great
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deal of uncertainty when extrr-plottod to E-region 
heighta„ Finally, auroral region phononcna vary so 
rapidly with a small changé in latitude that a single 
energy spectrum is of limited value, â series of 
spectra covering a range of latitudes is much to he 
preferred, since, oven if absolute values of the 
height of ionization are uncertain, relative changes 
should he of some significance. The published energy 
spectra only contain two examples of spectra over a 
range of latitudes (Burch, 1970 and Fedorova et al, 1971) 
and all other spectra relate to isolated single 
measurements.

The first stage in the détermination of the real 
height of reflection is the conversion of the olectron 
energy spectrum J (E) into an ionization profile q 
It has been shown by Heos (1963) that the ionization 
rate q per unit incident electron flux F is given by 
the- exprossion : -

q _ Eo/ro if %(M)zr z 1 nfM 
F ZaE |_Rjn(il)j^

where Eo == Initial energy of the electron
B±qyi ^ lean energy loss per ion formed
n(l)% Number of densities of ionizeble 
and - atoms or molecules at atmos- p 
n(l)^ pheric depth z and R (in g/cm }

^ respectively
rp =: &  = the range (in otra-cm) at the 

U "top of the atmosphere"
p m lass density (in g/cm^) at the 

lowest altitude of penetration
X(s/R) = Normalized energy dissipation 

distribution function



An expression for R has been given by Grun (1957) 
in the forms--

R = 4.57 X 10“^
This expression car be used to calculate 

the ionization r;ite as a, function of height for different 
values of Eg and for an isotropic angular distribution of 
the electrons* For any given value of E^ there will 
be a, corresponding height (hm) where the ionization 
production rate is a maximum. The results of Rees 
have 5een used here to calculate hm as a function of 0
and the resulting dependence of hm on is shown
in fig. 7.1.

Also on the basis of Rees' theory a curve
has been constructed giving the variation of the
maximum value of ^ ̂  as a function of

E \ P/max.
Eg (fig.7.2). Thus for any experimental electron 
energy spectrum the flux at any given value of 
energy Eg is read off by .means of fig, 1,2. The 
maximum ionization rate (c ) corresponding to a 
Particular energy E can now be found. Prom fig. 7*1 
the height appropriate to may also be found.

repeating this process for each data point on the 
energy spectrum the distribution of ionization 
production rate with height q(h) may be drawn,

Por the present purpose it is the resulting 
electron density profile N (h) which is required. 
Under normal equilibrium conditions q whereaC
is the recombination coefficient and hence the
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final îf (h) prcfilo produced dj the initial spectrum 
is. obtained, à value of oC = 10"^ cn^/s has been 
taken for this final conversion.

Ihc M (h) obtained by tho above method will 
en-fjle th3 real height of reflection (h) at any 
given frequ.noy to bo found. Normal ionospheric data* 
however* only providGsthe equivalent height of 
reflection (h^)* there oeinj group retardation in 1 
and D regions* and therefore cannot be compared directly 
with h.

In practice the ionisation gradient produced by 
electron precipitation is sufficiently great and 
the D-lryer ionisation density sufficiently small for 
the group retardation up to the reflection level to 
bo disregarded in the present work. This may be shown 
by calculating h/ for two different ionisation 
profiles by means of numerical integration of the 
expression

f/ =i dh
0.

*6 r

where % 80,5 (c/s ) cm
M s electron density per cubic metre

and f ^ frequency in c /s
Ihe first N (h) profile used is one obtained

by Bschtly ot al (1969) from a rocket flight on
Novemberj 12* 1966 at a latitude of 30 S , fig. 7,3(a)

/shows the group retardation (h - h) as a function of 
frequency.
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Tbo fsecond profile used was obtained from 
a rocket flight on June, 17, 1965 at a latitude of 38% 
by Bechrist et al (1969) and the corresponding results 
are given in fig, 7.3(b).

The ionospheric data for the stations considered 
in this chapter rarely contain a value of 
(i.e. the minimum frequency at Which any echo can be 
observed) which is less than 1.5 Mc/s. For such a 
frequency fig, 7.3 shows that the difference between 
the equivalent and real height of reflection he 
a maximum value of 0.75 km. For higher frequencies 
this rapidly falls to much lower values. Such :a

/difference is loss than the error in measuring h
from an ionogrsm. Thus for the purposes considered

/in this work the difference between h and h may be 
regarded as negligible.

It would clearly have been desirable to use 
profiles appropriate to auroral latitudes but no 
such relevant results wore available.
7,2 Comparison of electron density profile with 

the variation of
The Aurora 1 satellite electron energy spectra 

obtained by lurch (1970) each consists of a six point 
spectrum in the energy pass bands 0,096 0.163 EeV,
0 . 1 5 0  -  0 . 8 2 0  E e V ^  1 . 0 7 5  -  1 . 9 1 0  l e V ,  1 . 7  -  8 . 6  E e V ,
10.8 - 19.5 EeV and 17.5 - 100 EeT. Bine of these 
spectra were obtained at various times and 1-shell 
positions at an altitude of about 4,000 km on the



night side of tho earth. The lowest energy band produces 
little ionisation below 250 km and has been omitted.

Thii flux in each of the five sands has been
taken as applying to the centre point of the band.
The ionization rate and height for each energy hand 
has been used to construct B (h) profiles,

An average value of f^^^ of 1.8 Mc/s has been
taken which corresponds to an electron density at
reflection of B = 4 x 10^ electrons/cm^. The real 
height of reflection for these spectra is shown in 
fig. 7.5. A minimum value of hZ .t 65^ to 66° is 
indicated and may be regarded as significant.

Although the absolute accuracy of the detectors 
is no bet cor than a factor of two the internal 
consistency between each set of measurements is 
nevertheless high.

There is also an indication of û maximum in 
hS at 67^ to 68°. Both the maximum and minimumE
may be compared with those in fig. 6.11 which occur 
at very closely corresponding latitudes. The 
minimum hE^ deduced here may thus be regarded as 
representing the diffuse zone and associated with a 
hard spectrum on account of the low values of h.

The average value of ^ 2 for tho duration 
of Burch's measurements corresponds to an average 
value of h^E in fig. 6.11 of 105 kxi. This may bei'S,
compared with the minimum value of hE^ in fig. 7.5 
of 10 5 km .
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Ai nunber of spootm havo also boon given by 
Fedorova et al (1971). These were obtained on the 
'Oosmos 261' satellite in winter 1968/69 at altitudes 
varying from 217 to 67O kru B (h) profiles have been 
calculated in the present work for each of tho northern 
hemisphere spoctro. The I (h) profiles calculated 
from the: spectra are shown in fig# 7-4 and the 
resulting Variation of hE in fig. 7.5 for a value
of - 1.56 Mc/s. As with the previous measurements
a minimum in hE is observed at 66° to 67°,

Within the limits imposed by the data the
agreement between the latitude position of the minimum
v.'lue of h’3 as deduced here from the results of Burch

/and Fedorova et al andcf bfE c n bore ,ar ded rr: ronaonahle*
F (h) profiles have boon calculated from

other published spectra, i.e. Wostorlund (I969),
Ggilvio (1968) and Evans (1968). But of these only
those of Evans provide information which can be

/directly rel tod to ground based V  E observations.
Evans has given two spectra obtained from 

rockets launched from Ft. Churchill (Beon.ig, Bat. 68.7%) 
into aurorae on separate occasions. One spoetrun. 
was obtained during the quiet phase of m  aurora 
and the other during the active oreak-up phase.
The two I (h) profiles corresponding to the spectra 
arc shown in fig. 7*6 and, as would be anticipated, a 
greater value of B is observed during the intense 
final phase. The profiles indicate that hE^ is



approximately 3 km lower during the break-up phase»
The approximate values of K during the quietp

and break-up phases were 0 and 2 respectively.
Reference to the behaviour under quiet and disturbed
conditions at Collège, which has the same latitude

/as ft* Churchill; shows that h is some 10 - 20 km 
lower on disturbed days. The two changes in the heights 
are clearly very different and it may well he that 
individual conparisons of hS^ on separate days 
and under different magnetic conditions may he subject 
to much uncertainty.



TEE REjjXIOl.XiP BET/.EEK V,.J.at.Ub TYlEh 
OF Eg n^GFETIU mOTIVlTY

8 .1 Diurnal and beasonal Fariatdmn
In view of the availability of uata which 

provides the type of present on a given occasion 
the incidence ol the E^ relative to magnetic activity 
has been considered over a range of temperate latitude 
stations for low, cusp and high types. The percentage 
incidence of each type of E^ relative to the total 
number of observations has been calculated for the five 
quiet and disturbed days each month and on an hourly 
basis. Uince the low, cusp and high types are never 
observed at night the diurnal curves effectively cover 
the p'^riod from suinrise to sunset.

The diurnal variations for each type show no 
great difference from one station to the next and so 
are not shown hero. Instead the difference between 
the percental,e occurrences on disturbed and quiet 
days iL(E^) has been found and is given for the 
stations listed in Table 8„h below for IGY (fig.8.1) 
and I.Ml (fig.G.2) during equinoxes (as examples).

Table 8.1
Station Slough Wakkanai Akita Inkubunji Xomo- Taipei 
&eomag.Lat. 54,3°B 35°H 29.5°S 25% 15.7%

Also indicated is the average difference between
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the quiet and disturbed day occurrence and this is 
shown by the appropriate dotted line* hegative values 
ior this line will thus inode ate an overeill negative 
dependence on magnetic activity, while lor positive 
values the converse will be true*

Ihe individual diurnal gra.phs exhibit, at nearly 
all stations, m large degree of fluctuation, so that 
in most c.xsos only a general conclusion is possible *
A very simple indication ol the magnetic dependence 
can be found by considering the number of occasions 
that the mean value is greater than - This is
an arbitrary level chosen because percentage differences 
less than are probably not significant* The 
difieience between the number of ocassions when the 
mean value exceeds eh/j and is less than -hx(D) is 
uiven in table

Table 8,2

Total number of 
occasions

c h

4 m  -4 14 .25 24
4- 4 4 C 6
* 4 18 5 6

D k_n4 +3 0

Prom this table it is evident that low type 
has a significant negative dependence on magnetic 
activity, cusp type a slight positive one and high 
type no significant dependence at all.



There is, particularly with low type a 
sugi-̂ estion thot the morning .;nd afternoon values tend 
to he greater and less respectively than the mean 
values This difference between the disturbed and 
quiet day incidences effectively represents the magnetic 
storm effect and this, as is well recognised, varies 
with latitude..

The most obvious parameter to be used is the 
difference between the disturbed and quiet variation in 
the geomagnetic field i*e* <, This is given in
fig, 3 for a number of latitudes (Ghapman end Bartels)
Alongside it is the equivalent variation of the 
difference between the disturbed end quiet day 
incidence of i.e. for a single season, IGY
summer, and for the low type of While no precise
one-to-one relationship between bp(E^) and Bjj(H) could 
be cloimed, there is nevertheless a certain similarity 
both in the diurnal and in the latitudinal behaviour 
with a reversal between 51^ end 36^ geomagnetic 
latituae.

In other seasons the correspondence with S^(H) 
is not so .apparent or even absent but, equally, 
individual stations in the other seasons provide better 
agreement with Eor cusp and high type By
there are single isolated instances of stations having 
similar variations to those in fig. 63(b) but in no 
one season is there such a correspondingly reasonable 
agreement with Bĵ (H).
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There is thus a qualitative similarity between
S-jj(H) but further work is necessary before 

ary formal relationship between them can be established^ 
When it is borne in mind that the percentage variation 

Sjj(H) relative to the main field is of the order 
of 0 * a pronounced effect on ly would not normally 
be expected. The random fluctuations in D , which 
are unavoidable, might thus hide any By.(If) effect and 
a more refined analysis than that used in the present 
work will need to be adopted.

Z-,2 latitudinal Variation
The latitudinal variation cf each type of 

sporadic~E has been considered separately and is given 
in fig.j J4- in terms of k, as defined on page 86, for 
each season in IGT and The only, f orm which
shows any consistent variation with latitude is the 
low type for which k increases from high to low 
latitudes in 3 out of 6 cases. It is a.lso, in 
general, less than one, i.e. negatively correlated with 
magnetic activity as indicated in the previous section.

The variation of cusp type in 1G-Ï in each of 
the three seasons indicates a maximum value of k 
at 25'' to 30^ Geomagnetic latitude. This consistent 
feature in three independent sets of data would normally 
be regarded as significant. In I^ST, however, there 
is some slight indication of a maximum in summer but 
a very irregular variation in the other two seasons.
The evidence for a mid-latitude peak in the magnetic

- 113
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depeiidencQ oi k ±b thus not conclusive. Ihoro is,
nevertheless, an overall tendency for k to be slightly 
greater than one i.e. a slight positive dependence on 
magnetic activity,

Ihe high type of shows a most irregular 
variation with latitude with, possibly, a slight decrease 
in k with decrease in latitude, Ihere is no obvious 
preference for values of k greater or less than one, 
implying that the high type of is unrelated to 
changes in magnetic activity,

it is thus clear that any consideration of the 
overall dependence of the incidence of on magnetic 
activity and as a function of latitude will depend on 
the relative composition of the total number of 
occurrences between low, cusp and high types.

In the light of the above results a preponderance 
of low-type will result in values of k being less than 
one while a large proportion of high type would result 
in k being equal to one# It will also be possible, 
of course, for o mixture of high type, a small amount 
of low type End a relatively large amount of cusp 
type to result in a value of k equal to one.
Oonsequently the small changes in k between IGY and

shown in fig,4-, 21 may not be due to any profound 
dependence on solar activity hut simply to a change 
in the relative composition of high, low and cusp



0,3 Variation of Cusp and Auroral type E ■ with K. .... . _     s p

Ihe positive correlation of auroral zone E 
with magnetic activity has been well established for 
many years, while high temperate latitude is also 
correlated, but to a lessor extent, negatively when all 
Eg types are considered collectively. In this section 
the relative occurrence of cusp type (0-type) over a 
range of latitudes has been studied mainly for the 
equinoxos since, as shown in section 8.,1, there is 
some evidonce for a positive dependence of this type 
on magnetic activity! For the auroral region the 
incidence of auroral type has also been includod.

The C-type Eg data is for Iwhf equinoxes and 
covers the range 19^ to 54-̂ E Geomagnetic latitude,
The incidence of G-type in auroral lotitudes during 
summer has also been included as an appreciable amount 
of G-type E is found to occur in this season, Ihe

S:

incidence of a-type at auroral st au ions covers only
the winter of IQBT since little of it occurs in the
o t her season s,

d'he percentage incidence of G-type as a function
of magnetic activity (1 ) is given in fig. 8.5(b).P
Each day is characterised by the mean value of K
for that period and, unlike all the preceding analysis,
the E data covers every day of the month. There is S'
a small but significant increase of C-type E with
K for all temperate latitude stations. However, at P
some latitude greater than 54^ a large change takes

- 135 -
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place and lor Klruna and ’Lycksel© a sharp decrease in
G-type with E_̂  is observed.P

As is to be expected for these le.st two stations; 
there is an almost eqnally sharp increase in a-type B
with IC . This latter feat are is in accordance withP
this type of being produced by sol̂ r̂ corpuscular 
precipitation; which increases with magnetic storm 
activity.

The opposite behaviour of G-type in auroralse 
latitudes is not in agreement with corpuscular 
effects ana would seem to require a different explanat
ion.

The general form of the Scurrent system 
(e.g. Ghapman and Bartels, 1940| Matsushita* I960) 
shows that the current flows in an anti-clockwise 
direction at all latitudes in the Northern hemisphere 
during day-time. When a magnetic disturbance occurs, 
additional currents flow in the ionosphere at E-region 
heights and are superimposed on the S system,, It 
is then found that the two currents flow in mainly* 
opposite directions at auroral latitudes but in the 
same direction at high and mid-temperate latituues. 
(Afonina and foldstein, 1969; Silsbee and Vestlne, 1942)

This additional polar disturbed current is very 
strong and might be expected to largely counteract 
the 8 system. Outside the auroral aone, however, 
the polar current is much reduced in amplitude and 
would thus only slightly augment the B current.

135/-



This Interaction of the nnd polar‘currents 
seems to be closely similar to the C-type vari.tions 
in fig.0.5(b). At the auroral stations there is th(
repid decrease of C-type 1 with E while* at lowers p
latitudes; there is c much smaller increase. There 
would thus seem to he reasonable evidence for supposing 
that the b current system my be at least responsible*4.
either directly or indirectly^ for the occurrence of 
C-type E over the geomagnetic latitude range 19^ to 
65^E considered here.

If this is so then the maximum local time effect 
on C-type should occur when the current system 
is flowing perpendicularly to the earth's magnetic 
field.

hoforenCO to the S field, as given by Chapmany.
and Bartels, shows that in the equinoxes this occurs 
ct ICpC to Hue locc 1 ti-ic and again at about IBJC 
local time. Pig. d15(a) shows the diurnal vatiation 
or C-type ,E for the equinoxes and it is clear that 
there are two maxima in the occurrence, on# at about 
i u W  IpT. and the other at about lYuO 1.T» There 
is also a tendency for the evening pear to be less 
pronounced than that in the morning, a feature which 
is also observed with the b current system.3.

S 4 Variation of flat, low and high type with K

lor the temperate latitude stations the incidence 
of flat (f), low (1) and High (h) type haa been
considered for the equinoxes* The 1- and h-types

-  1



occur by day and f-typo by night* ?or Eiruna*
b.owevvr, there is little 1 and b type in the 
equinoxes and bonce summer has been used; equally, 
winter has been used for the f-type, the data in all 
cases being on a twenty-four hour basis. lig.0.6 
shows the variation with E for flat, low and high 
type Eg.

At iviruna, an o-urorsl station, it is found 
that 1 and h-type are positively and negatively correl
ated with magnetic activity respectively» For the 
other three stations there is a tendency for l-type 
to exhibit à negative dopendence and h-type a positive 
one, but the significance of those trends with the 
present data is limited. The f type shows no simple 
depenaenco on magnetic activity» If, however, the 
incidences of 1 ana h are combinod then the resultant 
variation, .,s shown by the dotted lines, shows a marked 
resemblance to that of f-typo for all the stations 
c Oi ; aid ered here.

Thus the almost bimodal distribution in f-type 
can be regarded as oquivalent to a combination of 
h and 1-types# Since 0-typo can clearly not occur
in the night in the absence of a visible B-region ani 
since f-type is the only form which can be classifiée 
at temperate latitudes, this equivalence of f and 1 
plus h is not therofore surprising»

Equally if 1 and h types have different signs 
in their dependence on the magnetic activity, then f- 
type is also not to be regarded as u single type but m

- lia -
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a combination of the twOo The overall variation 
OX' f-typo will hence depend npon the relative 
composition of 1 and h-typee«

It will again be noticed that the dependence 
of 1 and h-types at hiruna in opposite to that at 
temperate latitudes, while it might be thought 
that the variation of C-type, as described above, 
is similar to h-tjpo the diurnal variation of the 
lateer form for r. 11 stations anci all seasons is very 
irregular and, in general, shows*little similarity to 
the double maxima distribution found with C-type,

BV % Absorption by an intense Es, layer resulting 
Aoca from higîïer layers ' " ~

The symbol ‘A ’ used in the tables of the 
critical frequencies of the Fg layer (f̂ lfg) signifies 
that tile underlying 2 layer is sufficiently intense, 
with a high critical frequency, to completely obscure 
all higher layers.

During the XGT the symbol 'A' only appears st 
high Icititude stations and only these can be 
considered for this period. In IApÏ occurs 
down to low latitudes and allows a wider range of 
stations to be used.

The percentage occurronce of 'A ' on five quiet 
and five disturbed days for IGY and IQÜT is given 
in £ig,Ao7, The diurnal variations in IGY are 
clearly similar to the diurnal variation of k 
described In fig.5^8 and can be interpreted on a

13%
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similar basis. Passage into the auroral zone results 
in 0. large increase in the number of precipitated 
electrons end hence in the ionization density,

This, in turn, may be sufficient to blanket 
the upper layers and give rise to 'a t, Thus at 
Resolute Bay and Baker Bake, which lie in the true 
auroral zone around noon, the percentage occurrence 
of is high but falls to zero around midnight,

jpor the other high latitude stations the late 
evening and early morning peaks correspond to the 
passage of the centre of the auroral belt above the 
station in South- and horth-bound directions respect
ively, On quiet days the precipitation is presumably 
insufficient to create a strong blanketing layer 
and no symbols are observed.

In IQST the high latitude stations behave in a 
similar mxmner but there are also found to bo signif
icant variations at lower latitudes, Bor the two 
examples given 5 Slough and jjelhi, there is an 
appreciable occurrence of blanketing If this
were to be interpreted solely in terms of electron 
precipitation, it would be a very surprising result, 
porticularly at the latitude of Delhi,

A possible explanation for this is that the 
variation in f E , from minimum to maximum solar 
activity can be in the ratio of 1 to 2 or more.
The corresponding changes in the E^.critical 
frequencies fEg, foEg or are, however* very
much loss,

-  140 -



Tûis will then result in f during IGY, . 
being on average well above the mean values of 
whereas, in lyGY, will be greatly reduced and
will fall to a value much closer to that of f.E_,u S
hence the number of occasions when exceeds
f.Eg may be correspondingly greater in IĈ BY,

1 4



SUMMARY OJ/ THE GOPCl.UBlCrXb

1 The I/ongituUixicl vaxiation in the occurrence
of Eg at high latitudes depends on the ^eaition of 
the dip-pole; the occurrence of increasing in the 
same sense as the meridional and zonel movement of the 
dip-polo for a number of high latitude stations,
2, The positive correlation between the occurrence 
of Kg and solar activity at western stations and the 
negative or zero correlation at eastern stations is caused 
by the meridional movement of the dip-pole towards the 
north and by the zonal movement towards the west, ioS, 
towards eastern stations between IGY and I^hY,
3 , At temperate latitudes the occurrence of 
at low frequencies depends on the ambient electron 
density. Small windshears can produco E when the 
ambient electron density is small but the same windshears 
cannot produce detectable with a high ambient electron 
density. This is observed when the seasons and years
of high and low ambient electron density are Compared,
4, A comparison of pairs of stations situated 
at longitudes 180^ apart shows a rolativc reversal in 
the occur:.. On ce of E between summer and winter at 
temperate latituaes. The horizontal component of the 
earth's magnetic field is considered to be responsible 
for the greater occurronce in the oastern zone, when 
compared with western zone stations. This is true 
for summer and a reversal takes place during winter.



This reversal can he accounted for by neans of the 
windshear which also shows a ainilar behaviour.
5. The reduction in E occurence at lodaikanal
as compared to Huancayo from IGY to IQSY is explained in 
terns of decrease in width of the electrojet in the 
latter period. A positive correlation between the nost 
probable value of and solar activity is observed at 
these stations.
6. The behaviour of at high latitudes can be
Interpreted in terns of two distinct zones, namely a 
discrete and a diffuse zone.
7. The overall correlation between the occurrence
of and nagnetic activity at certain high latitude 
stations changes sign between IGY and IQBY. This is 
interpreted in terns of a movement of the auroral zone.
8. This novenent is subject to diu al, seasonal 
and solar cycle variations.
9. Electron energy spectra converted to electron 
density profiles yield reflection heights which vary 
with latitude in a similar way to those obtained from 
ground based neasurenents.
10. The cunulative distribution of E^ has been used 
to show that the Phillips* Eule is applicable only 
above the nost probable frequency, but to all stations 
and for all tines* The gradient of this distribution 
has a definite and pronounced latitudinal variation.
11. In tenperate latitudes a negative nagnetic 
dependence for low type E occurrence and a slightly 
positive one for cusp type has been found * Changes 
in 1-type occurrence are considered to be related



to magnetic field changes.
12 o The positive and negative dependence
with magnetic activity of C-type E in temperate 
and auroral latitudes respectively can he explained 
in relation to the and disturbed polar current 
system^
1 3 The bimodal distribution of i-type E 
with respect to magnetic activity may be régarded as 
the Superposition of low and high types*
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AllEHuiX I

ions used for E h datr;

btation Geographic keen - yietic
latituae longitude latitude lengitud

huancayo ^ 2 . A % 7 5 .5 8 ; 0 ,6% 338 r;Cf '■-3
Kodaikcaxal 7785 ÏÏ 0 147
Taipei 2 5 . u a ’ 1 2 1 , 5 8 13 189 .8^
Bogota 4.b^K 7 4 .1 -5; 15 334 «3"'
Bcliil '3)i.k"’h 77.2 A 10 .9^& 140
lumegawa 150.682 20 197 cS^
kokubunji 3 6 .7 8 s 135 .6A 15 205 ,4^
Akita 1 4 6 .l"s 20:3
Puerto xiieo 1 u . 5 % 6 7 .2 '̂-, 2 .0 '̂
Makkan<:i 45.4 % 141,0‘S 33 206
Adak Si.'Pif. 17G.7-E 47 240
Glougb 5 1 .58 % u .6'8 .fi' 83 *2"
Uttawa 45.4'"H 7 5 .7 a 36 .9 8 % 331 ..3"
burmijarvi 6ü .5‘''ë "24,7°S 37 . 9 V 112 , 'j oC
bt . j oiin* 8 4 7 .78 k 52.8 "w 38 .581 21 .4 "
Opus,'-.la 59.8''’E! 17.682 38 105 . 8
Providence

175.5 8 ;Bay 6 4 . 5 8 38 233 .8 "
Anckorago 6 1 ,2 8 ; 149 .9 8 . 6u 258 .8
Lycksela 64,6^0 1S.?®E 62 ,7'% 1iO .s'"
Buie a 2 2 .1 V 63 114
biru&a 6?.8 ®K 20.4^E 65 113 .9 ‘
TromsQ 69.785 1 9 , u V 6? 116 :.00 .....
College 64. 9 8 147.8 V 6? ,?"'F 236 ,3""
Point Barrow 7-1.1 8 : 156 .8^% 68 241*
Reykjavik 64 .1 8 * 21 .if A 70 70.. f
EeiBS Island 80.68; 58 .0 V 70 136.
barsarssuak 6l.2'1î 4 9 .4 8 » 71 . 2 % 37
Baker Bake 64.5^5 9 6 .1 8 * 73 .?°T( 343 .1 '
Godbavn 6 9 .58k 55.68% 79 .8^jx 32 .3 '̂
R esolute Bay 7 4 . 7 8 9 4 .9°.5 82 cb'S
Pletcber Ice SÜ- 8 3 8



A P P E im iY  I I

Choice of limiting frequency an»l variation in data
In flic pronenf work o. constant limiting frequency 

has not oeen used throughout since a rigid adherence 
to a fixed value ignores the distribution of and 
nu.iber of values in any one sample of data. The 
optiriua limiting frequency is determined by a subjective 
judgement such that it is not so high that few values 
remain in the final sample :nd preferably not so low 
that every conceivable value of is included, 
irrespective of its type or association. Tests of 
different limiting frequencies for different stations, 
seasons, solar and nagnetic conditions were carried out.
A representative sample for the percentage occurrence 
of (f„E„> 5 I.fe/s, 3 llc/s and for allO: U w f Q 8 f
frequencies) is given in fig* AII.l for lycksele 
during winter 1959/60 for quiet and disturbed conditions. 
There is clearly little difference between each Of the 
three criteria and similar results were obtained for all 
the other test sanples. The different absolute levels 
of occurrence in the three sanples are of no consequence 
since for a given study, or dependence upon a given 
parameter, a constant value of limiting frequency has 
been chosen.

In general a limiting frequency of 3 lie/s has 
been adopted. The principal exception to this is the 
study Of different types of E when the number of values
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for f 3 nc/s would h..VO been snail. For this
analysis all occurrences of a particular typo
have been considered in order to retain a statistically
significant sample.

The conventional concept of an error is not 
applicable when applied to the numb'r of occurrences 
greator than a predeternined frcquen.y and thus the 
normal error bars cannot be indicated on graphs.
When considering, for example, the different levels 
of occurrence on quiet and disturbed days, the -
significance of the separation between the curves is 
difficult to assess. One approach to resolving this 
difficulty is to divide the data into two groups 
using alternate days and the percentage occurrences 
of each of the groups of days are then taken as the upper 
and lower limit of the "error bar". An example of this 
division is given in fig. AII.l. It is clear that 
there is no amoiguity between the quiet and disturbed 
days behaviour. Again similar results have been found 
for other test samples and consequently "error bars" 
are not included in the graphs presented in this work.
In those instances where the two curves leing compared 
are close together, due consideration has been given 
to this fact in the interpretation for those cases where 
the internal consistency of the data is not by itself 
sufficient.



APPENDIX III

Dot or :i not ion of pit ch angle
The pitch angle of a particle trapped in à 

rodi.-tion belt, i.e. the angle hotween the direction 
of motion rf the particle end the guiding magnetic field 
line, will dotermine the altitude at which the particle 
mirrors or oounces hack along the sarnc path*

Calculations indicate that if a particie will 
mirror at ah out 100 kn thnvn th.. probability cf a 
collision is sufficiently great for the particle to 
bo regarded as precipitated. A knowledge of the 
pitch angle at any given altitude will, therefore, 
determine whether the particle will be prccipitatod 
or mirror indefinitely* If Dq and 
arc the pitch angles and the magnetic fields at two 
points along the guiding field linos respectively, 
then it is well established that 

Sin^oC 2
 g— T—  = :—Sin cAx 2 Bp

at the mirror point 90^ and if the magnotic field
at 100 km is B^oo

1 ®100
SiifoC^ Bjj

Whore tC Q is the critical pitch angle for a magnetic 
field Bg. Any particle with a pitch angle loss than 
pCq will mirror below 100 km and so be precipitated.

- 148 »



for satellite and rocket o>sorvatlons too 
magnetic 11eld rt tbe site of the ncasuroment 
Gan )Q cnlculatod r.ricl thus „ dotoroined. This 
h.'S bo GO done f ,;r- the oeasureinonts roferrou to in 
section T.l and o(  ̂Calculated for a particle at 
an onu torial position. Tho resuiting variation 
of with the 1-sbell ^alue is given in fig. 1ÏII.1 
and, provided the accept .nee cone of the dotuctar 
is knoTO, it uap he re oily determined whether the 
ohservGd particle fluz relates to trapped or 
precipitated particles* for the Aurora 1 satellite 
orbiting at 1-,0U0 km, <>C ̂  = 30^2^* at 1 = 5 which 
compares with the acceptance cone of the detector of 
f 30^ so th^t all the detected particles will he 
nrecipitat-jd.
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